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We consider anti-unification for simply typed lambda terms in theories defined by associativity,
commutativity, identity (unit element) axioms and their combinations, and develop a sound and
complete algorithm which takes two lambda terms and computes their equational generalizations in
the form of higher-order patterns. The problem is finitary: the minimal complete set of such
generalizations contains finitely many elements. We define the notion of optimal solution and
investigate special restrictions of the problem for which the optimal solution can be computed in
linear or polynomial time.

1. Introduction

Anti-unification algorithms aim at computing generalizations for given terms. A generalization
of t and s is a term r such that t and s are substitution instances of r. Interesting generalizations
are those that are least general (lggs). However, it is not always possible to have a unique least
general generalization. In these cases the task is either to compute a minimal complete set of
generalizations, or to impose restrictions so that uniqueness is guaranteed.

Anti-unification, as considered in this paper, uses both of these ideas. The theory is simply-
typed lambda calculus, where some function symbols may be associative, commutative, have an
associated unit element, or have any combination of these equational properties. Anti-unification
for first-order terms containing function symbols obeying these properties is finitary, and the
corresponding modular generalizations algorithms have been proposed in [Alpuente et al., 2014],
also in the presence of ordered sorts. Anti-unification for simply typed lambda terms can be
restricted to compute generalizations in the form of Miller’s patterns [Miller, 1991], which makes
it unitary, and the single least general generalization can be computed in linear time by the
algorithm proposed in [Baumgartner et al., 2017]. These two approaches combine nicely with
each other when one wants to develop a higher-order equational anti-unification algorithm. In
this paper we present higher-order pattern anti-unification for terms containing function symbols
whose equational axioms may include associativity, commutativity, identity (unit element) and
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their combinations. Basically, we extend the syntactic: generalization rules from [Baumgartner
et al., 2017] by equational decomposition rules inspired by those from [Alpuente et al., 2014]. The
existence of the unit element introduces some complications due to the fact that the corresponding
equational classes are infinite. To avoid them and still have a complete algorithm, we concentrate
on linear generalizations (i.e., each generalization variable appears at most once) when a function
symbol has the unit element. At the end, we get a modular algorithm in which different equational
axioms for different function symbols can be combined automatically. The algorithm takes a pair
of simply typed lambda terms (hence, the input is not restricted to patterns) and returns a set of
their generalizations in the form of higher-order patterns. It is terminating, sound, and complete.
However, the number of nondeterministic choices when decomposing may result in a large search
tree. Although each branch can be developed in linear time, there can be too many of them to
search efficiently.

This is the problem that we address in the second part of the paper. The idea is to use a greedy
approach: introduce an optimality criterion, use it to select an anti-unification problem among
different alternatives obtained by a decomposition rule, and try to solve only that. In this way, we
would only compute one generalization. Checking the criterion and selecting the right branch
should be done “reasonably fast”. To implement this idea, we introduce conditions on the form of
anti-unification problems which are guaranteed to compute “optimal” solutions, and study the
corresponding complexities. In particular, we identify conditions for which A- (Associative), C-
(Commutative), U- (with Unit) generalizations and their combinations can be computed in linear
time. We also study how the complexity changes by relaxing these conditions.

Higher-order anti-unification has been investigated by various authors from different application
perspectives. Research has been focused mainly on the investigation of special classes for which
the uniqueness of lgg is guaranteed. A generic framework of higher-order anti-unification for such
classes has been proposed recently in [Cerna and Kutsia, 2019a]. Some application areas include
proof generalization [Pfenning, 1991], higher-order term indexing [Pientka, 2009], cognitive
modeling and analogical reasoning [Besold et al., 2017, Schmidt et al., 2014], recursion scheme
detection in functional programs [Barwell et al., 2018], inductive synthesis of recursive func-
tions [Schmid, 2003], learning fixes from software code repositories [Rolim et al., 2018], just to
name a few. Two higher-order anti-unification algorithms [Baumgartner and Kutsia, 2017, Baum-
gartner et al., 2017] are included in an online open-source anti- unification library [Baumgartner,
2015, Baumgartner and Kutsia, 2014]. First-order order-sorted equational generalization algo-
rithms from [Alpuente et al., 2014] have also been implemented and are available online [Alpuente
et al., 2019]. This related work does not consider anti-unification with higher-order terms in the
presence of equational axioms. However, such a combination can be useful, for instance, for
developing indexing techniques for higher-order theorem provers [Libal and Steen, 2016], in
higher order program manipulation tools, proof transformation [Hetzl et al., 2014, Ebner et al.,
2019], inductive theorem proving [Eberhard et al., 2017, Eberhard and Hetzl, 2015].

This paper is an extended and improved version of [Cerna and Kutsia, 2018]. It is organized
as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the main notions and define the problem. In Section 3 we
recall the higher-order anti-unification algorithm from [Baumgartner et al., 2017]. In Section 4 we

: We refer to the higher-order anti-unification algorithm from [Baumgartner et al., 2017] as syntactic, although it works
modulo βη-conversion.
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extend the algorithm with equational decomposition rules for associativity, commutativity, and
their combination. Section 5 is devoted to theories with unit elements. In Section 6 we introduce
computationally well-behaved restrictions of anti-unification problems. The next sections describe
the behavior of equational anti-unification algorithms on these restrictions: In Section 7 we discuss
A- and AU- generalization and speak about optimality. Section 8 is about C- and CU-generalization.
Section 9 is about AC- and ACU-generalization. Section 10 summarizes the results.

2. Preliminaries

This work builds upon the formulations and results of [Baumgartner et al., 2013, 2017]. Higher-
order signatures are composed of types constructed from a set of base types (typically δ) using the
grammar τ ::“ δ | τ Ñ τ . We will consider Ñ to be associative right unless otherwise stated.
Variables (typically X,Y, Z, x, y, z, . . .) as well as constants (typically f, a, b, c, . . .) are assigned
types from the set of types constructed using the above grammar. By the symbol h we denote a
constant or a variable.
λ-terms (typically t, s, u, . . .) are constructed using the grammar t ::“ x | c | λx.t | t1 t2

where x is a variable and c is a constant, and are typed using the type construction mentioned
above. Terms of the form p. . . ph t1q . . . tmq will be written as hpt1, . . . , tmq, and terms of the
form λx1. . . . .λxn.t as λx1, . . . , xn.t. We use #»x as a short-hand for x1, . . . , xn. When necessary,
we write a λ-term t together with its type α as t : α.

Every constant c will have an associated set of axioms, denoted by Ax pcq. If Ax pcq is
empty, then c does not have any associated property and is called free. Otherwise, Ax pfq Ď
tA,C,Uu where A is associativity, i.e. fpt1, fpt2, t3qq ” fpfpt1, t2q, t3q, C is commutativity, i.e.
fpt1, t2q ” fpt2, t1q, and U is unit element, i.e. fpt, εf q ” fpεf , tq ” t, where εf is the unique
unit element associated with the function constant f . Note that only function constants of the type
αÑ αÑ α are allowed to have equational properties.

We assume that terms are written in flattened form, obtained by replacing all subterms of the
form fpt1, . . . , fps1, . . . , snq, . . . tnq by fpt1, . . . , s1, . . . , sn, . . . tnq, where A P Axpfq. Also,
by convention, the term fptq stands for t, if A P Axpfq. Other standard notions of the sim-
ply typed λ-calculus, like bound and free occurrences of variables, α-conversion, β-reduction,
η-long β-normal form, etc. are defined as usual (see [Barendregt, 1984, Dowek, 2001]). By
default, terms are assumed to be written in η-long β-normal form. Therefore, all terms have
the form λx1, . . . , xn.hpt1, . . . , tmq, where n,m ě 0, t1, . . . , tm have this form, and the term
hpt1, . . . , tmq has a base type.

The set of free variables of a term t is denoted by Varsptq. When we write an equality between
two λ-terms, we mean that they are equivalent modulo α, β and η equivalence.

The size of a term t, denoted |t|, is defined recursively as |hpt1, . . . , tnq| “ 1 `
řn

i“1 |ti|

and |λx.t| “ 1 ` |t|. The depth of a term t, denoted depthptq, is defined recursively as
depthphpt1, . . . , tnq q “ 1 ` maxiPt1,...,nu depthptiq and depthpλx.tq “ 1 ` depthptq. For a
term t “ λx1, . . . , xn.hpt1, . . . , tmq with n,m ě 0, its head is defined as headptq “ h.

A higher-order pattern is a λ-term where, when written in η-long β-normal form, all free
variable occurrences are applied to lists of pairwise distinct (η-long forms of) bound vari-
ables. For instance, λx.fpXpxq, Y q, fpc, λx.xq and λx.λy.Xpλz.xpzq, yq are patterns, while
λx.fpXpXpxqq, Y q, fpXpcq, cq and λx.λy.Xpx, xq are not.
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Substitutions are finite sets of pairs tX1 ÞÑ t1, . . . , Xn ÞÑ tnu where Xi and ti have the same
type and the X’s are pairwise distinct variables.They represent functions that map each Xi to ti
and any other variable to itself. They can be extended to type preserving functions from terms to
terms as usual, avoiding variable capture. The notions of substitution domain and range are also
standard and are denoted, respectively, by Dom and Ran. Substitutions are denoted by lower case
Greek letters, while the identity substitution is denoted by Id .

We use postfix notation for substitution applications, writing tσ instead of σptq. As usual, the
application tσ affects only the free occurrences of variables from Dompσq in t. We write #»xσ for
x1σ, . . . , xnσ, if #»x “ x1, . . . , xn. Similarly, for a set of terms S, we define Sσ “ ttσ | t P Su.
The composition of σ and ϑ is written as juxtaposition σϑ and is defined as xpσϑq “ pxσqϑ for
all x. Another standard operation, restriction of a substitution σ to a set of variables S, is denoted
by σ|S .

A substitution σ1 is more general than σ2, written σ1 ĺ σ2, if there exists ϑ such that Xσ1ϑ “
Xσ2 for allX P Dompσ1qYDompσ2q. The strict part of this relation is denoted by ă. The relation
ĺ is a partial order and generates the equivalence relation which we sometimes call equigenerality
and denote by». We overload ĺ by defining s ĺ t if there exists a substitution σ such that sσ “ t.
The focus of this work is generalization in the presence of equational axioms thus we need a more
general concept of ordering of substitutions/terms by their generality. We say that two terms s, t are
s “E t if they are equivalent modulo E Ď tA,C,Uu. For example, fpa, fpb, cqq ‰ fpfpa, bq, cq

but, fpa, fpb, cqq “tAu fpfpa, bq, cq. Under this notion of equality we can say that a substitution
σ1 is more general than σ2 modulo an equational theory E Ď tA,C,Uu, written σ1 ĺE σ2, if
there exists ϑ such that Xσ1ϑ “E Xσ2 for all X P Dompσ1q Y Dompσ2q. Note that ă and »
and their term extension are generalized accordingly. From this point on we will use the ordering
relation modulo an equational theory when discussing generalization.

A term t is called a generalization or an anti-instance modulo an equational theory E of two
terms t1 and t2 if t ĺE t1 and t ĺE t2. (Will refer to such objects as E-generalizations.) It is
a higher-order pattern generalization if additionally t is a higher-order pattern. It is the least
general generalization (lgg in short), aka a most specific anti-instance, of t1 and t2, if there is no
generalization s of t1 and t2 which satisfies t ăE s.

An anti-unification problem (shortly AUP) is a triple Xp #»x q : t fi s where

— λ #»x .Xp #»x q, λ #»x .t, and λ #»x .s are terms of the same type,
— λ~x.t and λ~x.s are in η-long β-normal form, and
— X does not occur in t and s.

The variable X is called a generalization variable. The term Xp #»x q is called the generalization
term. The variables that belong to #»x , as well as bound variables, are written in the lower case
letters x, y, z, . . .. Originally free variables, including the generalization variables, are written
with the capital letters X,Y, Z, . . .. This notation intuitively corresponds to the usual convention
about syntactically distinguishing bound and free variables.

The size of a set of AUPs is defined as |tX1p
# »x1q : t1 fi s1, . . . , Xnp

# »xnq : tn fi snu| “
řn

i“1

|ti| ` |si|. Notice that the size of Xip
#»xiq is not considered.

An anti-unifier of an AUP Xp #»x q : t fi s is a substitution σ such that Dompσq “ tXu and
λ #»x .Xp #»x qσ is a term which generalizes both λ #»x .t and λ #»x .s. An anti-unifier σ of Xp #»x q : t fi s

is least general (or most specific) modulo an equational theory E if there is no anti-unifier ϑ of
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the same problem that satisfies σ ăE ϑ. Obviously, if σ is a least general anti-unifier of an AUP
Xp #»x q : t fi s, then λ #»x .Xp #»x qσ is a lgg of λ #»x .t and λ #»x .s.

Here we consider a variant of higher-order equational anti-unification problem:

Given: Terms t and s of the same type in η-long β-normal form and an equational theory
E Ď tA,C,Uu.

Find: A higher-order pattern generalization r of t and s modulo E Ď tA,C,Uu.
Essentially, we are looking for r which is least general among all higher-order patterns which

generalize t and s (modulo E). There can still exist a term which is less general than r, generalizes
both s and t, but is not a higher-order pattern. In [Baumgartner et al., 2017] there is an instance
for syntactic anti-unification: if t “ λx, y.fphpx, x, yq, hpx, y, yqq and s “ λx, y.fpgpx, x, yq,

gpx, y, yqq, then r “ λx, y.fpY1px, yq, Y2px, yqq is a higher-order pattern, which is an lgg of t
and s. However, the term λx, y.fpZpx, x, yq, Zpx, y, yqq, which is not a higher-order pattern, is
less general than r and generalizes t and s.

Another important distinguishing feature of higher-order pattern generalization modulo E is
that there may be more than one least general pattern generalization (lgpg) for a given pair of
terms. In the syntactic case there is a unique lgpg. The main contribution of this paper is to find
conditions on the AUPs under which there is a unique lgpg for equational cases, and introduce
weaker-optimality conditions which allow one to greedily search the space for a less general
generalization compared to the syntactic one. We formalize these concepts in the following
sections.

3. Higher Order Pattern Generalization in the Empty Theory

Below we assume that for AUPs of the form Xp #»x q : t fi s, the term λ #»x .Xp #»x q is a higher-
order pattern. We now introduce the rules for the higher-order pattern generalization algorithm
from [Baumgartner et al., 2017], which works for E “ H. It produces syntactic higher-order
pattern generalizations in linear time and will play a key role in our optimality conditions
introduced in later sections.

These rules work on triples A;S;σ, which are called states. Here A is a set of AUPs of the
form tX1p

# »x1q : t1 fi s1, . . . , Xnp
# »xnq : tn fi snu that are pending to anti-unify, S is a set of

already solved AUPs (the store), and σ is a substitution (computed so far) mapping variables to
patterns. The symbol Z denotes disjoint union.

Dec: Decomposition
tXp #»x q : hpt1, . . . , tmq fi hps1, . . . , smqu ZA; S; σ ùñ

tY1p
#»x q : t1 fi s1, . . . , Ymp

#»x q : tm fi smu YA;

S; σtX ÞÑ λ #»x .hpY1p
#»x q, . . . , Ymp

#»x qqu,

where h is a free constant or h P #»x , and Y1, . . . , Ym are fresh variables of the appropriate types.

Abs: Abstraction Rule
tXp #»x q : λy.t fi λz.su ZA; S; σ ùñ

tX 1p #»x , yq : t fi stz ÞÑ yuu YA; S; σ tX ÞÑ λ #»x , y.X 1p #»x , yqu ,

where X 1 is a fresh variable of the appropriate type.
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Sol: Solve Rule
tXp #»x q : t fi su ZA; S; σ ùñ A; tY p #»y q : t fi su Y S; σ tX ÞÑ λ #»x .Y p #»y qu ,

where t and s are of a base type, headptq ‰ headpsq or headptq “ headpsq “ Z R #»x . The
sequence #»y is a subsequence of #»x consisting of the variables that appear freely in t or in s, and
Y is a fresh variable of the appropriate type.

Although it is not necessary for this version of Solve, we can impose an extra condition on its
application requiring that U R Ax pheadptqq YAx pheadpsqq. This condition will become useful
later, when we consider theories with the unit element.

Mer: Merge Rule
A; tXp #»x q : t1 fi t2, Y p

#»y q : s1 fi s2u Z S; σ ùñ

A; tXp #»x q : t1 fi t2u Y S; σ tY ÞÑ λ #»y .Xp #»xπqu ,

where π : t #»xu Ñ t #»y u is a bijection, extended as a substitution with t1π “ s1 and t2π “ s2.
Note that in the case of the equational theory we will consider later we would use ”E instead
of “.

We will refer to these generalization rules as Gbase. To compute generalizations for two simply
typed lambda-terms in η-long β-normal form t and s, the algorithm from [Baumgartner et al.,
2017] starts with the initial state tX : t fi su;H; Id , whereX is a fresh variable, and applies these
rules as long as possible. The computed result is the instance of X under the final substitution. It
is the syntactic least general higher-order pattern generalization of t and s, and is computed in
linear time in the size of the input.

One may notice that an AUP of the form Xp #»x q : Zps1, . . . , smq fi Zpt1, . . . , tmq, where Z
is a free variable, is transformed by Sol rather than by the Dec rule. This is because applying
decomposition may result into a generalization which is not a higher-order pattern. A simple
example is the AUP X : λx.Zpx, aq fi λx.Zpx, aq. The algorithm returns the pattern λx.Y pxq
as its generalization, while the application of Dec would lead to the generalization λx.Zpx, aq,
which is not a pattern. However, when an AUP has the form Xp #»x q : c fi c, where c is a constant
or one of the variables in #»x , we apply the decomposition rule, i.e. tX : c fi cu; H; Id ùñDec

H; H; tX ÞÑ cu.
To illustrate the use of the above procedure, let us consider the following example from [Baum-

gartner et al., 2017]:

Example 1. Let t “ λx, y.fpUpgpxq, yq, Upgpyq, xqq and s “ λx1, y1.fphpy1, gpx1qq,

hpx1, gpy1qqq. Then the algorithm performs the following transformations:

tX : λx, y.fpUpgpxq, yq, Upgpyq, xqq fi λx1, y1.fphpy1, gpx1qq, hpx1, gpy1qqqu;

H; Id ùñ2
Abs

tX 1px, yq : fpUpgpxq, yq, Upgpyq, xqq fi fphpy, gpxqq, hpx, gpyqqqu; H;

tX ÞÑ λx, y.X 1px, yqu ùñDec

tY1px, yq : Upgpxq, yq fi hpy, gpxqq, Y2px, yq : Upgpyq, xq fi hpx, gpyqqu; H;

tX ÞÑ λx, y.fpY1px, yq, Y2px, yqqu ùñSol

tY2px, yq : Upgpyq, xq fi hpx, gpyqqu; tY1px, yq : Upgpxq, yq fi hpy, gpxqqu;
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tX ÞÑ λx, y.fpY1px, yq, Y2px, yqqu ùñSol

H; tY1px, yq : Upgpxq, yq fi hpy, gpxqq, Y2px, yq : Upgpyq, xq fi hpx, gpyqqu;

tX ÞÑ λx, y.fpY1px, yq, Y2px, yqqu ùñMer

H; tY1px, yq : Upgpxq, yq fi hpy, gpxqqu; tX ÞÑ λx, y.fpY1px, yq, Y1py, xqqu.

The computed result is r “ λx, y.fpY1px, yq, Y1py, xqq. It generalizes the input terms t and s:
rtY1 ÞÑ λx, y.Upgpxq, yqu “ t and rtY1 ÞÑ λx, y.hpy, gpxqqu “ s. These substitutions can be
read from the final store.

We will use this linear time procedure in the following section to obtain “optimal” least
general higher-order pattern generalizations of terms modulo an equation theory. These optimal
generalizations are dependent on the generalizations the syntactic algorithm produces. When we
need to check more than one decomposition of a given AUP in order to compute the optimal
generalizations modulo an equational theory, we compute the optimal generalization for each
decomposition path and then compare the results. The details are explained below.

4. Equational Decomposition Rules: A, C, and AC Theories

In this section we discuss an extension of the basic rules concerning higher-order pattern gen-
eralization by decomposition rules for A-, C-, and AC- theories. Here, we consider the general,
unrestricted case. The theory with the unit element is considered separately in the next section.
Efficient special restrictions are discussed in the subsequent section.

We assume that terms, which use polyadic version of associative symbols, are written in
flattened form obtained by replacing all subterms of the form fpt1, . . . , fps1, . . . , smq, . . . , tnq

by fpt1, . . . , s1, . . . , sm, . . . , tnq, where A P Axpfq. Also, by convention, the term fptq stands
for t, if A P Axpfq.

4.1. Associative Decomposition Rules

We start from decomposition rules for associative generalization:

Dec-A-L: Associative Decomposition Left
tXp #»x q : fpt1, . . . , tnq fi fps1, . . . , smqu ZA; S; σ ùñ

tY1p
#»x q : fpt1, . . . , tkq fi s1, Y2p

#»x q : fptk`1, . . . , tnq fi fps2, . . . , smqu YA;

S; σtX ÞÑ λ #»x .fpY1p
#»x q, Y2p

#»x qqu,

where Ax pfq “ tAu, n,m ě 2, 1 ď k ď n´ 1, and Y1 and Y2 are fresh variables of appropriate
types.
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Dec-A-R: Associative Decomposition Right
tXp #»x q : fpt1, . . . , tnq fi fps1, . . . , smqu ZA; S; σ ùñ

tY1p
#»x q : t1 fi fps1, . . . , skq, Y2p

#»x q : fpt2, . . . , tnq fi fpsk`1, . . . , smqu YA;

S; σtX ÞÑ λ #»x .fpY1p
#»x q, Y2p

#»x qqu,

where Ax pfq “ tAu, n,m ě 2, 1 ď k ď m´ 1, and Y1 and Y2 are fresh variables of appropriate
types.

We refer to the extension of Gbase by the above associativity rules as GA and extend the
termination, soundness and completeness results for Gbase to GA. To illustrate the use of the above
extension of Gbase, let us consider the following example where Ax pfq “ tAu:

Example 2. Let t “ λx.λy.fpx, x, y, yq and s “ λz.λv.fpz, v, vq be in flattened form. The
initial state is tX : t fi su;H; Id . First, we apply the abstraction rule twice:

tX : t fi su;H; Id ùñˆ2
Abs

tX 1px, yq : fpx, x, y, yq fi fpx, y, yqu;H;
 

X ÞÑ λx.λy.X 1px, yq
(

.

From here, we can continue in multiple ways, applying Dec-A-L or Dec-A-R, each of them in
various positions. Assume that we use Dec-A-L at position 2, i.e., with the index k being set to 2
(note that we flatten nested f ’s also in the substitutions):

tX 1px, yq : fpx, x, y, yq fi fpx, y, yqu;H;
 

X ÞÑ λx.λy.X 1px, yq
(

ùñk“2
Dec-A-L

tX1px, yq : fpx, xq fi x, X2px, yq : fpy, yq fi fpy, yqu;H;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpX1px, yq, X2px, yqq, . . .u ùñSol

tX2px, yq : fpy, yq fi fpy, yqu; tY pxq : fpx, xq fi xu;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpY pxq, X2px, yqq, . . .u ùñ
ˆ3
Dec

H; tY pxq : fpx, xq fi xu; tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpY pxq, y, yq, . . .u .

The derivation stops here with the computed answer λx.λy.fpY pxq, y, yq.
Now assume that the Dec-A-L above was used not at position 2, but at position 1. It will lead to

the computation of another lgg, which shows that for the associative case, there exists more than
one lgg. (In contrast, higher-order pattern anti-unification in the free theory from [Baumgartner
et al., 2017] always results into a unique lgg.)

tX 1px, yq : fpx, x, y, yq fi fpx, y, yqu;H;
 

X ÞÑ λx.λy.X 1px, yq
(

ùñk“1
Dec-A-L

tX1px, yq : x fi x, X2px, yq : fpx, y, yq fi fpy, yqu;H;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpX1px, yq, X2px, yqq, . . .u ùñDec

tX2px, yq : fpx, y, yq fi fpy, yqu; H; tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpx,X2px, yqq, . . .u .

Here there are also multiple ways to proceed. We show one of them, by the Dec-A-L rule
applied at position 2:

tX2px, yq : fpx, y, yq fi fpy, yqu; H; tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpx,X2px, yqq, . . .u ùñ
k“2
Dec-A-L

tY1px, yq : fpx, yq fi y, Y2px, yq : y fi yu; H;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpx, Y1px, yq, Y2px, yqq, . . .u ùñSol
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tY2px, yq : y fi yu; tY px, yq : fpx, yq fi yu;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpx, Y px, yq, Y2px, yqq, . . .u ùñDec

H; tY px, yq : fpx, yq fi yu; tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpx, Y px, yq, yq, . . .u .

Hence, we obtained another lgg λx.λy.fpx, Y px, yq, yq.

Theorem 1 (Termination). The set of transformations GA is terminating.

Proof. Termination follows from the fact that Gbase terminates [Baumgartner et al., 2017] and
the rules Dec-A-L and Dec-A-R can be applied finitely many times.

Theorem 2 (Soundness). If tX : t fi su;H; Id ùñ˚ H;S;σ is a transformation sequence of
GA, then Xσ is a higher-order pattern in η-long β-normal form and Xσ ĺ t and Xσ ĺ s.

Proof. It was shown in [Baumgartner et al., 2017] that Gbase is sound and always results in a
higher-order pattern. The associative decomposition rules replace free variables with higher-order
patterns in substitutions. Composition of pattern substitutions is again a pattern substitution.
Therefore, the associative generalization algorithm also returns higher-order patterns.

The second part of the theorem we prove by induction on the number of arguments of associative
function constants appearing in t fi s. Let us assume as a base case that all occurrences of
associative constants in t fi s have two arguments. Then the rules Dec-A-L and Dec-A-R are
equivalent to the Dec rule. As an induction hypothesis (IH), assume soundness holds when all
occurrences of associative constants in t fi s have ď n arguments. We show that it holds for
n` 1. Let t fi s be of the form fpt1, . . . , tmq fi fps1, . . . , skq for maxtm, ku ď pn` 1q and let
associative constants occurring in t1, . . . tm, s1, . . . sk have at most n arguments. Any application
of Dec-A-L or Dec-A-R will produce two AUPs for which the IH holds, and thus, the theorem
holds. We can extend this argument to an arbitrary number of associative constants with n` 1

arguments with another induction.

Theorem 3 (Completeness). Let λ #»x .t1 and λ #»x .t2 be higher-order terms and λ #»x .s be a higher-
order pattern such that λ #»x .s is a generalization of both λ #»x .t1 and λ #»x .t2 modulo associativity.
Then there exists a transformation sequence tXp #»x q : t1 fi t2u;H; Id ùñ˚ H;S;σ in GA such
that λ #»x .s ĺ Xσ.

Proof. We can reason similarly to the previous proof. It was shown in [Baumgartner et al.,
2017] that Gbase is complete. Let us assume as a base case that all occurrences of associative
function constants in t fi s have two arguments. Then the rules Dec-A-L and Dec-A-R are
equivalent to the Dec rule and completeness holds. When we have n` 1 arguments there are n
ways to group the arguments associatively and the decomposition rules Dec-A-L and Dec-A-R
allow one to consider all groupings.

If we wish to compute the complete set of lggs we would simply exhaust all possible applications
of the above rules. However, for most applications an “optimal” generalization is sufficient. We
postpone discussion till the next section.
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4.2. Commutative Decomposition Rules

The decomposition rules for commutative symbols is also pretty intuitive:

Dec-C: Commutative Decomposition
tXp #»x q : fpt1, t2q fi fps1, s2qu ZA; S; σ ùñ

tY1p
#»x q : t1 fi si, Y2p

#»x q : t2 fi spi mod 2q`1uYA; S; σtX ÞÑ λ #»x .fpY1p
#»x q, Y2p

#»x qqu,

where Ax pfq “ tCu, i P t1, 2u, and Y1 and Y2 are fresh variables of appropriate types.

We refer to the extension of Gbase by the commutativity rule as GC . To illustrate the use of the
above extension of Gbase, let us consider the following example where Ax pfq “ tCu:

Example 3. Let t “ λx.λy.fpgpx, yq, gpy, xqq and s “ λz.λw.fpw, gpz, zqq. The initial state is
tX : t fi su;H; Id . After applying the Abs rule twice we reach

tX 1px, yq : fpgpx, yq, gpy, xqq fi fpx, gpy, yqqu;H;
 

X ÞÑ λx.λy.X 1px, yq
(

,

from here there are two way to proceed: applying the Dec-C with i “ 1 and with i “ 2.
The derivation with i “ 1 is as follows:

tX 1px, yq : fpgpx, yq, gpy, xqq fi fpx, gpy, yqqu;H;
 

X ÞÑ λx.λy.X 1px, yq
(

ùñi“1
Dec-C

tX1px, yq : gpx, yq fi x, X2px, yq : gpy, xq fi gpy, yqu;H;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpX1px, yq, X2px, yqq, . . .u ùñSol

tX2px, yq : gpy, xq fi gpy, yqu; tY px, yq : gpx, yq fi xu;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpY px, yq, X2px, yqq, . . .u ùñ
ˆ2
Dec

tZ1px, yq : x fi yu; tY px, yq : gpx, yq fi xu;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpY px, yq, gpy, Z1px, yqqq, . . .u ùñSol

H; tY px, yq : gpx, yq fi x, Zpx, yq : x fi yu;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpY px, yq, gpy, Zpx, yqqq, . . .u .

The obtained lgg is λx.λy.fpY px, yq, gpy, Zpx, yqqq.
Taking i “ 2 produces the following derivation:

tX 1px, yq : fpgpx, yq, gpy, xqq fi fpx, gpy, yqqu;H;
 

X ÞÑ λx.λy.X 1px, yq
(

ùñi“2
Dec-C

tX1px, yq : gpx, yq fi gpy, yq, X2px, yq : gpy, xq fi xu;H;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpX1px, yq, X2px, yqq, . . .u ùñDec

tY1px, yq : x fi y, Y2px, yq : y fi y, X2px, yq : gpy, xq fi xu;H;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpgpY1px, yq, Y2px, yqq, X2px, yqq, . . .u ùñSol

tY2px, yq : y fi y, X2px, yq : gpy, xq fi xu; tY px, yq : x fi yu;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpgpY px, yq, Y2px, yqq, X2px, yqq, . . .u ùñDec

tX2px, yq : gpy, xq fi xu; tY px, yq : x fi yu;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpgpY px, yq, yq, X2px, yqq, . . .u ùñSol

H; tY px, yq : x fi y, Zpx, yq : gpy, xq fi xu;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpgpY px, yq, yq, Zpx, yqq, . . .u .
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Hence, we obtain the second lgg λx.λy.fpgpY px, yq, yq, Zpx, yqq.
Hence, in commutative generalization, like in the associative case, the lgg is not necessarily

unique.

We can easily extend the termination, soundness, and completeness results to GC.

4.3. Associative-Commutative Decomposition Rules

Unlike commutativity, which considers a fixed number of terms, and associativity, which enforces
an ordering on terms, AC constants allow an arbitrary number of arguments with no fixed ordering
on the terms. The corresponding decomposition rules take it into account:

Dec-AC-L: Associative-Commutative Decomposition Left
tXp #»x q : fpt1, . . . , tnq fi fps1, . . . , smqu ZA; S; σ ùñ

tY1p
#»x q : fpti1 , . . . , tilq fi sk,

Y2p
#»x q : fptipl`1q

, . . . , tinq fi fps1, . . . , sk´1, sk`1, . . . , smqu YA;

S; σtX ÞÑ λ #»x .fpY1p
#»x q, Y2p

#»x qqu,

where Ax pfq “ tA,Cu, ti1, . . . , inu ” t1, . . . , nu, l P t1, . . . , n´1u, k P t1, . . . ,mu, n,m ě 2,
and Y1 and Y2 are fresh variables of appropriate types.

Dec-AC-R: Associative-Commutative Decomposition Right
tXp #»x q : fpt1, . . . , tnq fi fps1, . . . , smqu ZA; S; σ ùñ

tY1p
#»x q : tk fi fpsi1 , . . . , silq,

Y2p
#»x q : fpt1, . . . , tk´1, tk`1, . . . , tnq fi fpsipl`1q

, . . . , simqu YA;

S; σtX ÞÑ λ #»x .fpY1p
#»x q, Y2p

#»x qqu,

where Ax pfq “ tA,Cu, ti1, . . . , imu ” t1, . . . ,mu, l P t1, . . . ,m´ 1u, k P t1, . . . , nu, n,m ě

2, and Y1 and Y2 are fresh variables of appropriate types.

We refer to the extension of Gbase by the AC decomposition rules as GAC. To illustrate the use
of the above extension of Gbase, let us consider the following example where Ax pfq “ tA,Cu:

Example 4. Let t “ λx.λy.fpx, x, yq and s “ λz.λv.fpv, v, zq. Starting from the initial state
tX : t fi su;H; Id , after two applications of Dec we reach the state tX 1px, yq : fpx, x, yq fi
fpy, y, xqu;H; tX ÞÑ λx.λy.X 1px, yqu, which can be further transformed in multiple ways. We
present two derivations. The first one starts with Dec-AC-L, where k “ 3 (the position), l “ 1

(the subsequence length) and looks as follows:

tX 1px, yq : fpx, x, yq fi fpy, y, xqu;H; tX ÞÑ λx.λy.X 1px, yqu ùñk“3, l“1
Dec-AC-L

tY1px, yq : x fi x, Y2px, yq : fpx, yq fi fpy, yqu;H;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpY1px, yq, Y2px, yqq, . . .u ùñDec

tY2px, yq : fpx, yq fi fpy, yqu;H; tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpx, Y2px, yqq, . . .u ùñ
k“2, l“1
Dec-AC-R

tZ1px, yq : y fi y, Z2px, yq : x fi yu;H;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpx, Z1px, yq, Z2px, yqq, . . .u ùñDec

tZ2px, yq : x fi yu;H; tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpx, y, Z2px, yqq, . . .u ùñSol
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H; tZpx, yq : x fi yu; tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpx, y, Zpx, yqq, . . .u.

Hence, the obtained lgg is λx.λy.fpx, y, Zpx, yqq.
The second derivation is the following:

tX 1px, yq : fpx, x, yq fi fpy, y, xqu;H; tX ÞÑ λx.λy.X 1px, yqu ùñk“1, l“1
Dec-AC-L

tY1px, yq : x fi y, Y2px, yq : fpx, yq fi fpy, yqu;H;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpY1px, yq, Y2px, yqq, . . .u ùñSol

tY2px, yq : fpx, yq fi fpy, yqu; tY px, yq : x fi yu;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpY px, yq, Y2px, yqq, . . .u ùñ
k“1, l“1
Dec-AC-L

tZ1px, yq : x fi y, Z2px, yq : y fi xu; tY px, yq : x fi yu;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpY px, yq, Z1px, yq, Z2px, yqq, . . .u ùñSol

tZ2px, yq : y fi xu; tY px, yq : x fi y, Z 1px, yq : x fi yu;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpY px, yq, Z 1px, yq, Z2px, yqqu ùñSol

H; tY px, yq : x fi y, Z 1px, yq : x fi y, Z2px, yq : y fi xu;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpY px, yq, Z 1px, yq, Z2px, yqqu ùñMer

H; tY px, yq : x fi y, Z2px, yq : y fi xu;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpY px, yq, Y px, yq, Z2px, yqqu ùñMer

H; tY px, yq : x fi yu; tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpY px, yq, Y px, yq, Y py, xqqu.

Hence, the second lgg is λx.λy.fpY px, yq, Y px, yq, Y py, xqq.

Again, termination, soundness and completeness are easily extended to this case.

5. Theories with the Unit Element

5.1. Generalization Modulo U

A peculiarity of theories with unit elements is that terms with different heads may have nontrivial
least general generalizations. For instance, the lgg of λx.fpa, xq and λx.a is λx.fpa,Xpxqq, if f
has the unit element. (Otherwise, λx.Xpxq would have been the lgg.) In order not to miss such
generalizations, we should not use the Solve rule for the AUP Xp #»x q : t fi s, if the head of t or of
s is a constant f such that U P Ax pfq. Instead, the following expansion rules should be applied:

Exp-U-L: Expansion for Unit, Left
tXp #»x q : t fi su ZA; S; σ ùñ tXp #»x q : t1 fi su ZA; S; σ,

where f “ headpsq ‰ headptq, U P Ax pfq, εf is the unit element of f , t1 P tfpt, εf q, fpεf , tqu.

Exp-U-R: Expansion for Unit, Right
tXp #»x q : t fi su ZA; S; σ ùñ tXp #»x q : t fi s1u ZA; S; σ,

where f “ headptq ‰ headpsq, U P Ax pfq, εf is the unit element of f , s1 P tfps, εf q, fpεf , squ.

Extending the base algorithm with these rules (and modifying Solve as described above) gives
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an algorithm whose soundness is straightforward. Termination is also easy to see because the
expansion rules are to be followed by the decomposition and the problem becomes strictly smaller
than it was before the expansion. However, it turns out that the algorithm is not complete, as the
following example shows:

Example 5. Let t “ gpa, aq and s “ fpgpb, εf q, bq, where Ax pfq “ tUu and εf is the unit
element of f . Note that these terms come from the first-order fragment of the term language. Then
we have a derivation:

tX : gpa, aq fi fpgpb, εf q, bqu; H; Id ùñExp-U-L

tX : fpgpa, aq, εf q fi fpgpb, εf q, bqu; H; Id ùñDec

tX1 : gpa, aq fi gpb, εf q, X2 : εf fi bu; H; tX ÞÑ fpX1, X2qu ùñDec

tY 11 : a fi b, Y 12 : a fi εf , X2 : εf fi bu; H; tX ÞÑ fpgpY 11 , Y
1
2q, X2qu ùñ

3
Sol

H; tY1 : a fi b, Y2 : a fi εf , Y3 : εf fi bu; tX ÞÑ fpgpY1, Y2q, Y3qu.

With another term choice fpεf , gpa, aqq in Exp-U-L we would get a derivation of a more general
generalization fpX1, X2q. However, even fpgpY1, Y2q, Y3q is not least general: It is strictly more
general than fpgpfpZ1, Z2q, Z1q, Z3q. To get convinced that the latter is indeed a generalization
of t and s, take

fpgpfpZ1, Z2q, Z1q, Z3qtZ1 ÞÑ a, Z2 ÞÑ εf , Z3 ÞÑ εfu ”U fpgpa, aq, εf q ”U gpa, aq “ t,

fpgpfpZ1, Z2q, Z1q, Z3qtZ1 ÞÑ εf , Z2 ÞÑ b, Z3 ÞÑ bu ”U fpgpb, εf q, bq “ s.

The problem highlighted in Example 5 is related to the fact that from two U-equigeneral terms
Y and fpZ1, Z2q sometimes we have to choose one in the generalization and sometimes another,
depending which variable can occur more than once in the generalization. However, if we compute
linear generalizations (i.e., no variable occurring more than once and, hence, Merge rule is not
applied), then there is no need to consider fpZ1, Z2q as an alternative of Y (as a generalization).
Notice that in Example 5, Z1 has multiple occurrences allowing one to add additional occurrences
of f . While we do not go into detail in this paper concerning how to handle unit in the non-linear
case, we conjecture that a terminating complete algorithm is possible using a similar framework
as was introduced in [Cerna and Kutsia, 2019b] where a terminating and complete algorithm was
provided for idempotent generalization. In that case, the expansion rules cover all alternatives to
“repair” head disagreement between two terms, where the head of one of those terms has the unit
element. Therefore, we call the algorithm GU-lin.

For the general case, one might hope to take an advantage of the unit element and generalize
even arbitrary head-different terms.; The following rule would deal with all such possibilities:

DH-U: Terms with Different Heads in the Unit Element Theory
tXp #»x q : t fi su ZA; S; σ ùñ

tY1p
#»x q : t fi εf , Y2p

#»x q : εf fi su ZA; S; σtX ÞÑ fpY1p
#»x q, Y2p

#»x qqu,

where headptq ‰ headpsq, U P Ax pfq, εf is the unit element of f , t ‰ εf , and s ‰ εf .

; In U theory rules, when we write an AUP of the form Y p #»x q : t fi εf or Y p #»x q : εf fi t, it is assumed that t and εf
have the same type.
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Extending GU-lin with DH-U, we would be able to compute the lgg for terms in Example 5,
continuing the derivation that stopped there:

tY1 : a fi b, Y2 : a fi εf , X2 : εf fi bu; H; tX ÞÑ fpgpY1, Y2q, X2qu ùñDH-U
tZ1 : a fi εf , Z2 : εf fi b, Y2 : a fi εf , X2 : εf fi bu; H;

tX ÞÑ fpgpfpZ1, Z2q, Y2q, X2qu ùñ
4
Sol

H; tZ1 : a fi εf , Z2 : εf fi b, Y2 : a fi εf , X2 : εf fi bu;

tX ÞÑ fpgpfpZ1, Z2q, Y2q, X2qu ùñMer

H; tZ1 : a fi εf , Z2 : εf fi b, X2 : εf fi bu; tX ÞÑ fpgpfpZ1, Z2q, Z1q, X2qu ùñMer

H; tZ1 : a fi εf , Z2 : εf fi bu; tX ÞÑ fpgpfpZ1, Z2q, Z1q, Z2qu.

While the use of DH-U can help to find lggs in the general case as in this example, it has
a serious drawback: If we have more than one function constant with the unit element, it will
generate an infinite branch in the derivation tree:§

tX : a fi bu; H; Id ùñDH-U
tX1 : a fi εf , X2 : εf fi bu; H; tX ÞÑ fpX1, X2qu ùñDH-U
tY1 : a fi εg, Y2 : εg fi εf , X2 : εf fi bu; H; tX ÞÑ fpgpY1, Y2q, X2qu ùñDH-U
tZ1 : a fi εf , Z2 : εf fi εg, Y2 : εg fi εf , X2 : εf fi bu; H;

tX ÞÑ fpgpfpZ1, Z2q, Y2q, X2qu ùñDH-U
. . .

Along the branch we will have generalizations

fpX1, X2q,

fpgpY1, Y2q, X2q,

fpgpfpZ1, Z2q, Y2q, X2q,

fpgpfpgpU1, Y2q, Z2q, Y2q, X2q,

fpgpfpgpfpV1, Z2q, Y2q, Z2q, Y2q, X2q,

. . .

but all of them are U-equigeneral. In fact, one can notice that by the repeated application of
DH-U with more than one unit element, the same AUPs (with fresh generalization variables) are
generated over and over again. Therefore, with a simple loop checking, or by setting the bound to
the derivation depth based on the size/depth of the original problem, we can obtain a terminating
algorithm for the general case as well.

Nevertheless, to avoid such unpleasant consequences of using the DH-U rule, in the rest of the
paper we will restrict ourselves with the algorithm GU-lin when the equational axioms involve U.
Hence, we will be interested in computing linear generalizations for those theories.

Theorem 4 (Completeness of GU-lin). Let λ #»x .t1 and λ #»x .t2 be higher-order terms and λ #»x .s be

§ A similar behavior can be observed in a related theory of idempotence, studied in [Cerna and Kutsia, 2019b].
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a linear higher-order pattern such that λ #»x .s is a U-generalization of λ #»x .t1 and λ #»x .t2. Then there
exists a transformation sequence tX : λ~x.t1 fi λ~x.t2u;H; Id ùñ˚ H;S;σ in GU-lin such that
λ #»x .s ĺ Xσ.

Proof. We assume that λ #»x .t1, λ #»x .t2, and λ #»x .s have been normalized, i.e. subterms of the
form fpt1, εf q or fpεf , t1q, where U P Ax pfq, do not occur. We prove the theorem by induction
on depthpλ #»x .t1q ` depthpλ #»x .t2q which we denote by n.

Case 1: n “ 2, i.e., t1 and t2 are constants.

a) First, assume that depthpsq “ 1. If t1 “ t2, then s “ t1 “ t2 and s is computed by the
derivation tX : t1 fi t2u;H; Id ùñDec Id ;H; tX ÞÑ t1u. If t1 ‰ t2, then s must be a
variable, computed by the derivation tX : t1 fi t2u;H; Id ùñSol H; tX : t1 fi t2u; Id .

b) Now assume as the induction hypothesis that for every generalization s of t1 and t2 of depth
at most k, either s ĺ t1 and t1 “ t2, or s ĺ X and t1 ‰ t2. We show that this holds for a
generalization s1 of depth k ` 1. Let headps1q “ f . Our assumptions imply that U P Axpfq
because both t1 and t2 are of depth 1. Thus, s1 “ fps1, s2q.

By the definition of a generalization, there must exists two substitutions σ1 and σ2 such
that s1σ1 “ t1 and s1σ2 “ t2. If s1σ1 “ s1σ2 “ εf (resp. if s2σ1 “ s2σ2 “ εf ), then
s2 (resp., s1) is, by the induction hypothesis, more general than t1 when t1 “ t2, or more
general than X when t1 ‰ t2. This implies, by the linearity assumption that there exists a
substitution ϑ such that s2ϑ “ s2 and s1ϑ “ εf . Thus, s1ϑ “ s2, i.e. s1 ă s2.

However, if s2σ1 “ εf and s1σ2 “ εf , or vice versa, then additional observations are
required. We assume without loss of generality the former case.

If t1 “ t2 then both s1 and s2 are generalizations of t1 fi t2 and by the induction
hypothesis s1 ĺ t1 and s2 ĺ t1. If t1 ‰ t2 then we need to make a distinction:

b1. If neither t1 nor t2 are units of function constants ft1 and ft2 , respectively, which may
appear in s, then there exists a variable Y occurring in s1 such that Y σ1 “ t1 and a
variable Y 1 occurring in s2 such that Y 1σ2 “ t2. However, by the linearity of S, this
implies that there exist two substitutions σ11 and σ12 which coincide everywhere with
σ1 and σ2 except on Y and Y 1 respectively. That is, Y σ11 “ t2 and Y 1σ12 “ t1. This
implies that both s1 and s2 are generalizations of t1 fi t2 which have depth ď k ` 1.
Thus, s1 ĺ X and s2 ĺ X .

b2. If either t1 or t2 is a unit of the function constants ft1 and ft2 , respectively, which may
appear in s, then additional observations are necessary. If neither t1 or t2 occurs in s then
we have the same situation as b1. Otherwise, if ft1 occurs in s1 (respectively ft2 in s2
then it must occur as the head symbol of a term with t1 as a subterm because s1σ2 “ εf .
This implies that there must be a variable Y in s1 which σ1 maps to t1. Similar can be
said concerning s2, t2, and σ2. We can construct a new substitution which coincides
with σ1 (respectively, with σ2) everywhere but on the variable Y (resp. Y 1) which it
maps to t2 (resp. to t1). This means that s1 and s2 are generalizations of t1 fi t2 and by
the induction hypothesis s1 ĺ X s2 ĺ X . This completes the case 1.

Case 2: n ą 2.
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a) Let us assume that t1 “ λy.t11 and t2 “ λz.t12, then it must be the case that s “ λy.s1 where
s1 is a generalization of the AUP Xpyq : t11 fi t12. Note that depthpt11q ` depthpt12q “ n´ 1

and thus by the induction hypothesis there exists a generalization s˚ computable using
the rules of GU-lin such that s1 ĺ s˚. Thus, a generalization for the AUP t1 fi t2 may be
computed using the GU-lin by first applying the abs rule to t1 fi t2 and then computing s˚.
Thus, λy.s˚ is a generalization of t1 fi t2.

b) Let us assume that t1 “ fpw1, . . . , wmq and t2 “ fpr1, . . . , rmq, such that U R Axpfq then
by applying the Dec rule to the AUP X : t1 fi t2 we get m AUPs X1 : w1 fi r1, . . . ,

Xm : w1 fi r1 each of which has a depth sum of n´1. Thus, by the induction hypothesis, for
each generalization s1 generalizing Xi : wi fi ri there exists a generalization s˚i , computed
using GU-lin, such that, s1 ĺ s˚i . Now let S˚i be the set of all such generalizations computed
using GU-lin. We may now define the set of generalizations S˚ as follows:

S˚ “ tfps˚1 , . . . , s
˚
mq | s

˚
i P S

˚
i for all 1 ď i ď mu .

Note that each term in S˚ is a generalization of X : t1 fi t2 computed using GU-lin.
Thus, any generalization s1 of X : t1 fi t2 such that headps1q “ f is more general than
some generalization of S˚. Thus we need only to consider generalization s1 such that
headps1q ‰ f . This implies that U P Axpheadps1qq.

If s1 does not contain f , then s1 ĺ X . Thus let us assume that s1 “ gps11, s
1
2q where

U P Axpgq and without loss of generality headps11q “ f . This implies that s12 ĺ εg (note
that s1 is linear) and thus s11 ĺ s1. This reduction can be performed inductively thus showing
that for any generalization s1 with headps1q ‰ f there exists s2 P S˚ such that s1 ĺ s2.

c) Let us assume that t1 “ fpw1, w2q and t2 “ fpr1, r2q, such that U P Axpfq. Then we can
proceed in a similar fashion as in case b) by constructing S˚. Thus, any generalization s1

of X : t1 fi t2 such that headps1q “ f and s1 “ fpd1, d2q, where d1 is a generalization of
w1 fi r1, d2 a generalization of w2 fi r2, is more general than some generalization of S˚.
When U P Axpheadps1qq and some generalization s2 is a subterm of s1 such that there exists
s˚ P S˚ with s2 ĺ s˚, a similar approach can be taken as in the second half of case b).

d) Let us assume that t1 “ fpw1, . . . , wmq and t2 “ gpr1, . . . , rmq, where either U P Axpfq
or U P Axpgq, or both. by a single application of Exp-U-L or Exp-U-R this case can be
reduced to c).

5.2. Linear Generalization Modulo AU

When an associative function constant has a unit element, we can not simply combine associative
decomposition and unit expansion rules. Such a combination would generalize, for instance fpa, bq
and fpb, aq by fpX,Y q, but the lggs are fpX, a, Y q and fpX, b, Y q. The problem is related to
the fact that by A-decomposition (by the rules Dec-A-L and Dec-A-R), we can not obtain AUPs
which retain the first argument of a term on one side and an arbitrary term from the arguments on
the another side.

The problem can be solved by special rules for AU-decomposition, which are used for those
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f ’s for which Ax pfq “ tA,Uu. However, for termination, we should make sure that they do not
generate trivial AUPs of the form Y p #»x q : εf fi εf . This is what the condition about non-triviality
of new AUPs requires in the conditions below:

Dec-AU-L: Associative-Unit Decomposition Left
tXp #»x q : fpt1, . . . , tnq fi fps1, . . . , smqu ZA; S; σ ùñ

tY1p
#»x q : fpt1, . . . , tkq fi s1, Y2p

#»x q : fptk`1, . . . , tnq fi fps2, . . . , smqu YA;

S; σtX ÞÑ λ #»x .fpY1p
#»x q, Y2p

#»x qqu,

where Ax pfq “ tA,Uu, n,m ě 2, 0 ď k ď n, Y1 and Y2 are fresh variables of appropriate types,
fpt0q “ fptn`1q “ εf , and the new AUPs are not trivial.

Dec-AU-R: Associative-Unit Decomposition Right
tXp #»x q : fpt1, . . . , tnq fi fps1, . . . , smqu ZA; S; σ ùñ

tY1p
#»x q : t1 fi fps1, . . . , skq, Y2p

#»x q : fpt2, . . . , tnq fi fpsk`1, . . . , smqu YA;

S; σtX ÞÑ λ #»x .fpY1p
#»x q, Y2p

#»x qqu,

where Ax pfq “ tA,Uu, n,m ě 2, 0 ď k ď m, Y1 and Y2 are fresh variables of appropriate
types, fps0q “ fpsm`1q “ εf , and the new AUPs are not trivial.

Note the difference from Dec-A-L and Dec-A-R: k is allowed to reach the boundaries. It can
become 0, n, or m.

Soundness of AU-decomposition rules are easy to see. As for termination, we may require
that an application of a unit expansion rule is immediately followed by the application of an
AU-decomposition rule. Since the latter does not generate a trivial AUP, the sizes of the new
AUPs will be smaller than the one to which the unit expansion rule was applied, which implies
termination.

Note that if we did not put the trivial AUP restriction condition in the AU-decomposition
rules, we could get an infinite derivation of the form tX : fpa, bq fi au;H; Id ùñExp-U-R
tX : fpa, bq fi fpa, εf qu;H; Id ùñDec-AU-L tY : fpa, bq fi a, Z : εf fi εfu;H; tX ÞÑ

fpY, Zqu ùñ ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Hence, to compute linear generalizations modulo AU we extend GU-lin by AU-decomposition

rules. We call this algorithm GAU-lin. With the AU-decomposition rules we obtain all possible
decompositions. The unit expansion rules allows one to transform AUPs with mismatching head
symbols into AUPs with matching head symbols when at least one of the head symbols is an
AU-symbol. Therefore, by GAU-lin we will never miss an existing linear lgg of two terms. To
illustrate the use of the above extension of Gbase, let us consider the following example where
Ax pfq “ tA,Uu:

Example 6. Let t “ λx.λy.fpx, x, y, yq and s “ λz.λv.fpz, v, vq. The initial state is tX : t fi

su;H; Id and the derivation of the lgg λx.λy.fpx, Y px, yq, fpy, yqq is as follows:

tX : t fi su;H; Id ùñˆ2
Abs

tX 1px, yq : fpx, x, y, yq fi fpx, y, yqu;H;
 

X ÞÑ λx.λy.X 1px, yq
(

ùñk“2
Dec-AU-L

tX1px, yq : fpx, xq fi x, X2px, yq : fpy, yq fi fpy, yqu;H;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpX1px, yq, X2px, yqqu ùñ
ˆ3
Dec
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tX1px, yq : fpx, xq fi xu;H; tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpX1px, yq, fpy, yqqu ùñExp-U-R
tX1px, yq : fpx, xq fi fpx, εf qu ;H; tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpX1px, yq, fpy, yqqu ùñ

k“1
Dec-AU-L

tX3px, yq : x fi x, X4px, yq : x fi εfu;H;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpfpX3px, yq, X4px, yqq, fpy, yqqu ùñDec

tX4px, yq : x fi εfu;H; tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpfpx,X4px, yqq, fpy, yqqu ùñSol

H; tY px, yq : x fi εfu; tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpfpx, Y px, yqq, fpy, yqqu .

Notice that the AU-lin generalization λx.λy.fpx, Y px, yq, y, yq computed here is less general than
the A-generalizations λx.λy.fpY pxq, y, yq and λx.λy.fpx, Y px, yq, yq computed in Example 2.

5.3. Linear Generalization Modulo CU

Generalization in a commutative theory with the unit element is simpler than AU-generalization
described above. The reason is in the Dec-C rule, which generates new AUPs from the arguments
of the given AUP, removing the head symbol. The effect of its combination with the unit expansion
rules is to anti-unify one argument from one side with the term in another side, while the
other argument is anti-unified with the unit element. These are exactly all the alternatives CU-
generalization should consider. For (linear) CU-generalization algorithm we can add to GU-lin the
counterpart of Dec-C rule which is applied when Ax pfq “ tC,Uu, obtaining the algorithm GCU-lin.
Its soundness, termination, and completeness properties are straightforward. To illustrate the use
of the above extension of Gbase, let us consider the following example where Ax pfq “ tC,Uu:

Example 7. Let t “ λx.λy.fpgpx, yq, gpy, xqq and s “ λz.λv.gpz, zq. The initial state is tX :

t fi su;H; Id and the derivation of the lgg λx.λy.fpgpx, Y px, yqq, Zpx, yqq is as follows:

tX : t fi su;H; Id ùñˆ2
Abs

tX 1px, yq : fpgpx, yq, gpy, xqq fi gpx, xqu;H;
 

X ÞÑ λx.λy.X 1px, yq
(

ùñExp-U-R
tX 1px, yq : t fi fpεf , squ;H;

 

X ÞÑ λx.λy.X 1px, yq, . . .
(

ùñi“2
Dec-C

tX1px, yq : gpx, yq fi gpx, xq, X2px, yq : gpy, xq fi εfu;H;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpX1px, yq, X2px, yqq, . . .u ùñ
ˆ2
Dec

tX4px, yq : y fi x, X2px, yq : gpy, xq fi εfu;H;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpgpx,X4px, yqq, X2px, yqq, . . .u ùñSol

H; tY px, yq : y fi x, Zpx, yq : gpy, xq fi εfu; tX ÞÑ λx.λy.fpgpx, Y px, yqq, Zpx, yqq, . . .u.

5.4. Linear Generalization Modulo ACU

ACU-lin-generalization is characterized by the properties of both AU-lin- and CU-lin- general-
izations. From AU-lin, it should inherit the condition that new AUPs are not trivial. It is similar
to CU-lin in that the original decomposition does not need to be changed: since the order of
arguments is not fixed, there is no problem in reaching the boundaries in the combination with the
unit expansion rules (which was problematic in the A case). Therefore, ACU-decomposition rules
have the following form:
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Dec-ACU-L: Associative-Commutative-Unit Decomposition Left
tXp #»x q : fpt1, . . . , tnq fi fps1, . . . , smqu ZA; S; σ ùñ

tY1p
#»x q : fpti1 , . . . , tilq fi sk,

Y2p
#»x q : fptipl`1q

, . . . , tinq fi fps1, . . . , sk´1, sk`1, . . . , smqu YA;

S; σtX ÞÑ λ #»x .fpY1p
#»x q, Y2p

#»x qqu,

where Ax pfq “ tA,C,Uu, ti1, . . . , inu ” t1, . . . , nu, l P t1, . . . , n ´ 1u, k P t1, . . . ,mu,
n,m ě 2, Y1 and Y2 are fresh variables of appropriate types, and the new AUPs are not trivial.

Dec-ACU-R: Associative-Commutative-Unit Decomposition Right
tXp #»x q : fpt1, . . . , tnq fi fps1, . . . , smqu ZA; S; σ ùñ

tY1p
#»x q : tk fi fpsi1 , . . . , silq,

Y2p
#»x q : fpt1, . . . , tk´1, tk`1, . . . , tnq fi fpsipl`1q

, . . . , simqu YA;

S; σtX ÞÑ λ #»x .fpY1p
#»x q, Y2p

#»x qqu,

where Ax pfq “ tA,C,Uu, ti1, . . . , imu ” t1, . . . ,mu, l P t1, . . . ,m ´ 1u, k P t1, . . . , nu,
n,m ě 2, Y1 and Y2 are fresh variables of appropriate types, and the new AUPs are not trivial.

Extending GU-lin with Dec-ACU-L and Dec-ACU-R, we obtain an algorithm for linear ACU-
generalization which we call GACU-lin. Its soundness is straightforward. Arguments for termination
are similar to those for AU. For completeness, note that we essentially consider all decompositions
with all permutations of arguments under ACU symbols, and the unit expansion rules introduce a
unit element allowing comparison between the unit element and all terms occurring as arguments
to an ACU symbols. Therefore, no linear lgg will be missed. To illustrate the use of the above
extension of Gbase, let us consider the following example where Ax pfq “ tA,C,Uu:

Example 8. Let t “ λx.λy.λz.fpx, z, yq and s “ λx1.λy1.λz1.fpy1, z1, x1, gpx1qq. The initial
state is tX : t fi su;H; Id and the derivation of the lgg λx.λy.λz.fpx, y, z, Y px, y, zqq is as
follows:

tX : t fi su;H; Id ùñˆ3
Abs

tX 1px, y, zq : fpx, z, yq fi fpy, z, x, gpxqqu;H; tX ÞÑ λx.λy.λz.X 1px, y, zqu ùñl“1,k“3
Dec-AC-L

tX1px, y, zq : x fi x, X2px, y, zq : fpz, yq fi fpy, z, gpxqqu;H;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.λz.fpX1px, y, zq, X2px, y, zqq, . . .u ùñDec

tX2px, y, zq : fpz, yq fi fpy, z, gpxqqu;H;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.λz.fpx,X2px, y, zqq, . . .u ùñ
l“1,k“2
Dec-AC-R

tX3px, y, zq : y fi y, X4px, y, zq : z fi fpz, gpxqqu;H;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.λz.fpx,X3px, y, zq, X4px, y, zqq, . . .u ùñDec

tX4px, y, zq : z fi fpz, gpxqqu;H;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.λz.fpx, y,X4px, y, zqq, . . .u ùñExp-U-L
tX4px, y, zq : fpz, εf q fi fpz, gpxqqu ;H;

tX ÞÑ λx.λy.λz.fpx, y,X4px, y, zqq, . . .u ùñ
ˆ2
Dec

tX5px, y, zq : εf fi gpxqu;H; tX ÞÑ λx.λy.λz.fpx, y, z,X5px, y, zqq, . . .u ùñSol

H; tY px, y, zq : εf fi gpxqu ; tX ÞÑ λx.λy.λz.fpx, y, z, Y px, y, zqq, . . .u .
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5.5. Combining Different Theories

Finally, we consider the general case when different function constants satisfy associativity and/or
commutativity and/or identity axioms. Like in [Alpuente et al., 2014], we can use the rules above
all together. (In the presence of the unit element, we can restrict ourselves with computing linear
generalizations) All rules, except DH-U, are local in the sense of [Alpuente et al., 2014]: they are
local to the given top function constant in the given AUP they are acting upon, irrespective of what
other constants and what other axioms may be present in the given alphabet and the equational
theory. Such a locality means that the rules are modular and they do not change when new A
and/or C and/or U constants are introduced.

It should be also mentioned that in the algorithms considered above minimality was not our
goal. The obtained complete set of generalizations are not necessarily minimal. They can be
minimized later. Also, the rules have not been optimized and in general, nondeterminism can be
high. In the rest of the paper, we will try to reduce it, aiming at computing some kind of optimal
solutions.

6. Towards Special Restrictions

This section is devoted to computing special kind of “optimal” generalizations, which can be done
more efficiently than the general unrestricted cases considered in the previous section.

The idea is the following: The equational decomposition rules introduce branching in the search
space. Each branch can be developed in linear time, but there can be too many of them. However,
if the branching factor is bounded, we could choose one of the alternative states (produced by
decomposition) based on some “optimality” criterion, and develop only that branch. Such a greedy
approach will give one “optimal” generalization.

While restricting the input terms enough will guarantee the production of generalizations in
linear time, these generalizations are not necessarily useful, meaningful, or relevant. For example,
we can allow function symbols with an equational theory but only consider terms which do not
need the equation decomposition rules. In order to guarantee relevance we want to find the least
restrictive restrictions of the input terms which have some guaranteed complexity bounds and
produce generalizations which are less general than the syntactic counterpart. In this sense, the
restrictions given in the following sections are useful, meaningful, or relevant.

In order to have a “reasonable” computational complexity, we should be able to choose such
an optimal state from “reasonably” many alternatives in “reasonable” time. Towards this goal,
we start by introducing the concept of E-refined generalizations. They will be our main target to
compute.

Definition 1 (E-refined generalization). Given two terms t and s and their E-generalizations r
and r1, we say that r is at least as good as r1 with respect to E if either r1 ĺE r or they are not
comparable with respect to ĺE .

An E-generalization r of t and s is called their E-refined generalization iff r is at least as good
(with respect to E) as a syntactic lgg of t and s.

In our equational theories, to obtain a syntactic generalization of two terms we assume that all
occurrences of associative symbols in the terms are associated to the right.
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Example 9. Let t “ fpa, b, c, c, aq and s “ fpd, d, b, b, c, aq be two terms, where f is associative.
Their syntactic lgg (with f being right associated) is r1 “ fpx, fpy, fpz, fpz, uqqq, where x is a
generalization of a and d, y of b and d, z of c and b, and u of a and fpc, aq.

An A-refined generalization of t and s is r “ fpx, b, y, c, aq, where x generalizes a and fpd, dq
and y generalizes c and b. Note that r is as good as r1: they are incomparable with respect to ĺA.

We design the following general procedure to compute E-refined generalizations:

Refine A procedure to compute E-refined generalizations

1: Let A;S;σ be a state containing an AUP P upon which equational decomposition rules can
be applied in n different ways.

2: From A;S;σ generate n new states A1;S1;σ1 through An;Sn;σn which result from the
various ways equational decomposition rules may be applied to P .

3: Now find an lgg, denoted by li, for each Ai;Si;σi using Gbase.
4: Select the least general li (or one by some heuristics when multiple generalizations are least

general) and choose Ai;Si;σi as the successor state of A;S;σ.
5: If Ai;Si;σi contains an AUP which may be equationally decomposed, then go back to 1.

Otherwise, apply a rule from Gbase if possible, and repeat this line. If no rule applies, then we
exit.

Note that every syntactic generalization is also an E-refined generalization. Therefore, to
guarantee that Refine indeed computes E-refined generalizations, we need to make sure that
in step 2, equational decomposition rules produce results among which at least one is as good
as the result of syntactic decomposition. Another consequence of the definition of E-refined
generalization is that every element of the minimal complete set of E-generalizations (in our
equational theories) of two terms is an E-refined generalization of t and s. However, there might
exist E-refined generalizations which do not belong to the minimal complete set of generalizations.

Example 10. Let us consider a simple first-order example of this property, namely, the AUP
fpa, fpb, cqq fi fpc, fpa, bqq where Ax pfq “ tA,Cu. Note that the minimal complete set of
AC-generalizations for this AUP contains one element, fpa, fpb, cqq. Its syntactic generalization
is fpx, fpy, zqq where x, y, and z are fresh variables. An example of AC-refined generalization,
which is not in the minimal complete set of AC-generalizations, is fpa, fpy, zqq.

Looking back at the description of the Refine procedure, we can say that at each branching point
we will be aiming at choosing the alternative that would lead to “the best” E-refined generalization.
To limit the number of choices, we will need to identify restrictions of equational anti-unification
problems which would have a constant decomposition branching factor.

The concept of E-refined generalizations allows us to compute better generalizations than
the base procedure would do, without concerning ourselves with certain difficulty to han-
dle decompositions. We will outline what we mean by “difficult” in later sections. Some of
these difficult decompositions can be handled by finding alignments between two sequences of
symbols. These sequences are usually extracted as sequences of root symbols from the given
AUPs, where the root of a term is defined as rootpλx1, . . . , xk.tq “ λx1, . . . , xk if k ą 0, and
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rootpλx1, . . . , xk.tq “ headptq if k “ 0. Note that as a root, we treat λx1, . . . , xk as one symbol
and it is identified with any lambda prefix with k variables, e.g., λx1, . . . , xk “ λy1, . . . , yk.

Definition 2 (Pairs of argument root sequences). Let t “ λx1, . . . , xk.hpt1, . . . , tnq and s “
λx1, . . . , xk.hps1, . . . , smq, where k ě 0, be terms with the same type and the same head h

(which can be a constant, free variable, or a bound variable). Then the pair of argument root
sequences of t and s, denoted as parspt, sq, is defined as follows:

parspt, sq “ xprootpt1q, . . . , rootptnqq, prootps1q, . . . , rootpsmqqy .

This notion extends to AUPs: A pair of argument root sequences of an AUP Xp #»x q : t fi s is
the pair of argument root sequences of the terms t and s.

Definition 3 (Alignment, rigidity function). Let w1 and w2 be sequences of symbols. Then the
sequence a1ri1, j1s ¨ ¨ ¨ anrin, jns, for n ě 0 is an alignment of w1 and w2 if

— i’s and j’s are integers such that 0 ă i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă in ď |w1| and 0 ă j1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă jn ď |w2|,
and

— ak “ w1|ik “ w2|jk , for all 1 ď k ď n.

The set of all alignments will be denoted by A. A rigidity function R is a function that returns,
for every pair of sequences of symbols w1 and w2, a set of alignments of w1 and w2.

The main intuition behind the use of rigidity functions for generalization is to capture the structure
(modulo a given rigidity property) of as many nonvariable terms as possible [Kutsia et al., 2014].

Example 11. Let us consider the two sequences of symbols pb, a, b, aq and pa, b, c, b, aq. The fol-
lowing alignments are singleton alignments: ar2, 1s, br1, 2s, and br3, 4s. A larger alignment would
be ar2, 1sbr3, 2sar4, 5s. Notice that this alignment also happens to be one of the longest sequences
of common symbols (longest common subsequence, LCS). The other LCS is br1, 2sbr3, 4sar4, 5s.
We can define a rigidity function that returns, for instance, the set of all LCS’s, or the set of all
singleton alignments, or something more specific: a rigidity function RLCS for the given two
symbol sequences selects the LCS alignment, which is lexicographically smallest (with respect to
the positions) among all such alignments. For example, br1, 2sbr3, 4sar4, 5s is lexicographically
smaller than ar2, 1sbr3, 2sar4, 5s, because p1, 2q is lexicographically smaller than p2, 1q.

RLCSppc, b, a, b, aq, pa, b, c, b, aqq “ tcr1, 3sbr2, 4sar3, 5su.

RLCSppa, b, c, b, aq, pc, b, a, b, aqq “ tar1, 3sbr2, 4sar5, 5su.

RLCSppb, a, b, aq, pa, b, c, b, aqq “ tbr1, 2sbr3, 4sar4, 5su.

There is a subset of AUPs, referred to as 1-determined AUPs, which have interesting E-refined
generalizations computable in linear time. The number 1 means that the equational decomposition
can be done only in one possible way. Hence, there is no branching in equational anti-unification
rule applications. (n “ 1 in step 2 of Refine.) The more general k-determined AUPs allow a
bounded number of possible choices, that is k choices, whenever equational decomposition may
be applied. (n ď k in step 2 of Refine.) Even for 2-determined AUPs computing the set of lggs is
of exponential complexity. Therefore, we introduce the notion of pR, C,Gq-optimal generalization
where R is rigidity function, C is a choice function picking one of the available decompositions,
and G is the particular algorithm for which we are defining optimality. Under such optimality
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conditions, we will see later that we are able to compute an E-refined generalization in quadratic
time for (uniformly) k-determined AUPs and in cubic time for arbitrary AUPs with associative
constants.

The equational decomposition rules above are too non-deterministic and the computed set
of generalizations has to be minimized to obtain minimal complete sets of generalizations.
However, even if we performed more guided decompositions, obtaining e.g., terms with the
same root in new AUPs (as in [Kutsia et al., 2014]), there would still be alternatives. For in-
stance, consider the following AUP where f is associative: Xp #»x q : fpt1, . . . ti, . . . , tj , . . . , tnq fi

fps1, . . . si, . . . , sj , . . . , smq. Now let rootptiq “ rootpsjq, rootpsiq “ rootptjq, and for every
other term comparison whose index is ď j the root symbols are not equivalent. An exam-
ple of such a situation as two sequences of root symbols would be pc, c, c, a, c, b, c, c, cq and
pd, d, d, b, d, a, d, d, dq. This situation results in two singleton alignments, ar3, 6s and br6, 3s.
Note that any application of associative decomposition will have to choose between these align-
ments, i.e. choosing one gives two AUPs in which the other alignment does not appear. It is
not clear from the available information which choice will lead to a less general generalization.
While this situation illustrates what happens when there are two alignments to choose from, it can
easily be generalized to k different possible alignments, for example pc, c, c, a, c, b, c, c, cq and
pd, d, d, b, a, a, d, d, dq which contains the singleton alignments ar3, 6s, ar3, 5s, and br6, 3s.

Definition 4 (Maximal alignment). An alignment a “ a1ri1, j1s ¨ ¨ ¨ anrin, jns is called an
extension of an alignment b, if b is obtained from a by removing some letters ak1rik1 , jk1s, . . . ,

akr
rikr

, jkr
s, tk1, . . . , kru Ď t1, . . . , nu. It is a proper extension if r ą 0.

An alignment a is a maximal alignment of two symbol sequences w1 and w2, if no proper
extension of a is an alignment of w1 and w2. The set of maximal nonempty alignments of w1 and
w2 is denoted by max-ne-alignpw1, w2q.

Example 12. The sequences pa, b, aq and pc, a, b, cq have two maximal alignments: ar1, 2sbr2, 3s
and ar3, 2s. The first one is even the longest common subsequence of the given sequences, while
the second one is not.

Definition 5 (k-determined sequence pair). A pair of sequences of symbols xw1, w2y is called
k-determined, if max-ne-alignpw1, w2q contains at most k elements.

Obviously, xw1, w2y is k-determined iff xw2, w1y is k-determined. The definition implies that any
k-determined pair of sequences is also n-determined for any n ě k.

Example 13. We illustrate the definition of k-determined pairs with the examples below:

1. xpa, b, cq, pa, d, b, cqy is 1-determined, because

max-ne-alignppa, b, cq, pa, d, b, cqq “ tar1, 1sbr2, 3scr3, 4su.

2. xpa, b, aq, pc, a, b, cqy is 2-determined, because

max-ne-alignppa, b, aq, pc, a, b, cqq “ tar1, 2sbr2, 3s, ar3, 2su.

3. xpa, c, c, b, a, cq, pa, d, b, a, cqy is 3-determined, because

max-ne-alignppa, c, c, b, a, cq, pa, d, b, a, cqq “
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tar1, 1scr2, 5s, ar1, 1scr3, 5s, ar1, 1sbr4, 3sar5, 4scr6, 5su.

4. xpa, bq, pb, aqy is 2-determined, because

max-ne-alignppa, bq, pb, aqq “ tar1, 2s, br2, 1su.

5. xpa, aq, pa, aqy is 1-determined, because

max-ne-alignppa, aq, pa, aqq “ tar1, 1sar2, 2su.

6. xpa, bq, pc, d, eqy is 0-determined, because

max-ne-alignppa, bq, pc, d, eqq “ H.

Definition 6 (Uniform and max-uniform alignments). Let a “ a1ri1, j1s ¨ ¨ ¨ anrin, jns be an
alignment of two symbol sequences w1 “ pl1, . . . , lmq and w2 “ pr1, . . . , rkq. We say that a is a
uniform alignment of w1 and w2, if the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) i1 “ 1 iff j1 “ 1,
(2) in “ m iff jn “ k,
(3) for all 1 ă q ď n, we have iq ´ iq´1 “ 1 iff jq ´ jq´1 “ 1.

A uniform alignment a of w1 and w2 is their maximal uniform alignment (shortly, max-uniform
alignment), if no proper extension of a is a uniform alignment of w1 and w2. The set of all
nonempty max-uniform alignments of w1 and w2 is denoted by max-unif-ne-alignpw1, w2q.

The first condition of uniformity forbids the first element in one sequence to be aligned with a
non-first element in another sequence. The second condition is dual to the first one, putting the
similar requirement on the last elements in the given sequences. The third condition guarantees
that consecutive elements in w1 are aligned with consecutive elements of w2 and vice versa.

The empty alignment is always uniform. It is the trivial uniform alignment.

Example 14. The sequences pa, b, aq and pc, a, b, cq from Example 12 have two (nontrivial)
uniform alignments: br2, 3s and ar3, 2s. They are also max-uniform alignments. Note that a
maximal alignment ar1, 2sbr2, 3s is not uniform, because the first condition of uniformity is
violated.

The sequences pa, b, cq and pa, d, b, cq have five (nontrivial) uniform alignments ar1, 1s, br2, 3s,
cr3, 4s, ar1, 1scr3, 4s, and br2, 3scr3, 4s. Note that ar1, 1sbr2, 3scr3, 4s is a maximal but non-
uniform alignment, because the third condition of uniformity is violated. The max-uniform
alignments are ar1, 1scr3, 4s and br2, 3scr3, 4s.

Definition 7 (Uniformly k-determined sequence pair). The pair of sequences of symbols
xw1, w2y is called uniformly k-determined, if max-unif-ne-alignpw1, w2q contains at most k
elements.

Example 15. We illustrate uniformly k-determined pairs with the examples below and compare
them with k-determined pairs from Example 13:

1. xpa, b, cq, pa, d, b, cqy is uniformly 2-determined (1-determined in Example 13), because

max-unif-ne-alignppa, b, cq, pa, d, b, cqq “ tar1, 1scr3, 4s, br2, 3scr3, 4su.
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2. xpa, b, aq, pc, a, b, cqy is uniformly 1-determined (2-determined in Example 13), because

max-unif-ne-alignppa, b, aq, pc, a, b, cqq “ tbr3, 2su.

3. xpa, c, c, b, a, cq, pa, d, b, a, cqy is uniformly 1-determined (3-determined in Example 13),
because

max-unif-ne-alignppa, c, c, b, a, cq, pa, d, b, a, cqq “ tar1, 1sbr4, 3sar5, 4scr6, 5su.

4. xpa, bq, pb, aqy is uniformly 0-determined (2-determined in Example 13), because

max-unif-ne-alignppa, bq, pb, aqq “ H.

5. xpa, aq, pa, aqy is uniformly 1-determined (1-determined in Example 13), because

max-unif-ne-alignppa, aq, pa, aqq “ tar1, 1sar2, 2su.

6. xpa, bq, pc, d, eqy is uniformly 0-determined (1-determined in Example 13), because

max-unif-ne-alignppa, bq, pc, d, eqq “ H.

We will need also orderless counterparts of definitions 4-7. They deal with alignments in which
the order of symbols does not matter and, thus, can be considered as multisets.

Definition 8 (Orderless alignment, orderless rigidity function). Let w1 and w2 be sequences
of symbols. Then the multiset tta1ri1, j1s, . . . , anrin, jnsuu, for n ě 0, is an orderless alignment
of w1 and w2 if

— i’s and j’s are integers such that 0 ă ik ď |w1| and 0 ă jk ď |w2| for all 1 ď k ď n,
— ik ‰ il and jk ‰ jl for all k ‰ l, and
— ak “ w1|ik “ w2|jk , for all 1 ď k ď n.

An orderless rigidity function RO returns for every pair of sequences of symbols a set of their
orderless alignments.

Example 16. Let w1 “ pa, b, aq and w2 “ pc, a, b, cq. The set of orderless alignments of w1

andw2 is tttuu, ttar1, 2suu, ttar3, 2suu, ttbr2, 3suu, ttar1, 2s, br2, 3suu, ttar3, 2s, br2, 3suuu. If RO com-
putes longest orderless alignments, then it will give the set tttar1, 2s, br2, 3suu, ttar3, 2s, br2, 3suuu.

The notions of alignment extension and maximal alignment easily extend to orderless align-
ments:

Definition 9 (Maximal orderless alignment). Let a and b be two orderless alignments. We say
that a is an extension of b if b Ď a, where Ď is multiset inclusion. It is a proper extension if b Ă a.

An alignment a is a maximal orderless alignment of two symbol sequences w1 and w2, if no
proper extension of a is an orderless alignment of w1 and w2. The set of all maximal orderless
alignments of w1 and w2 is denoted by oless-max-ne-alignpw1, w2q.

Obviously, maximal orderless alignments of w1 and w2 consist of symbols from the intersection
of multisets of symbols from w1 and w2.

Definition 10 (O-k-determined sequence pair). A pair of sequences of symbols xw1, w2y is
called O-k-determined, if oless-max-ne-alignpw1, w2q contains at most k elements.
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Example 17. This example illustrates the notion of O-k-determinedness. Note that the first six
pairs below were also used in Example 13.

1. xpa, b, cq, pa, d, b, cqy is O-1-determined, because

oless-max-ne-alignppa, b, cq, pa, d, b, cqq “ tttar1, 1s, br2, 3s, cr3, 4suuu.

2. xpa, b, aq, pc, a, b, cqy is O-2-determined, because

oless-max-ne-alignppa, b, aq, pc, a, b, cqq “ tttar1, 2s, br2, 3suu, ttar3, 2s, br2, 3suuu.

3. xpa, c, c, b, a, cq, pa, d, b, a, cqy is O-6-determined, because

oless-max-ne-alignppa, c, c, b, a, cq, pa, d, b, a, cqq “

tttar1, 1s, ar5, 4s, br4, 3s, cr2, 5suu, ttar1, 4s, ar5, 1s, br4, 3s, cr2, 5suu,

ttar1, 1s, ar5, 4s, br4, 3s, cr6, 5suu, ttar1, 4s, ar5, 1s, br4, 3s, cr3, 5suu,

ttar1, 1s, ar5, 4s, br4, 3s, cr3, 5suu, ttar1, 4s, ar5, 1s, br4, 3s, cr6, 5suuu.

4. xpa, bq, pb, aqy is O-1-determined, because

oless-max-ne-alignppa, bq, pb, aqq “ tttar1, 2s, br2, 1suuu.

5. xpa, aq, pa, aqy is O-2-determined, because

oless-max-ne-alignppa, aq, pa, aqq “ tttar1, 1s, ar2, 2suu, ttar1, 2s, ar2, 1suuu.

6. xpa, bq, pc, d, eqy is 0-determined, because

max-ne-alignppa, bq, pc, d, eqq “ H.

7. xpa, bq, pc, aqy is O-1-determined, because

oless-max-ne-alignppa, bq, pc, aqq “ tttar1, 2suuu.

8. xpa, bq, pa, aqy is O-2-determined, because

oless-max-ne-alignppa, bq, pa, aqq “ tttar1, 1suu, ttar1, 2suuu.

One can see that the elements in oless-max-ne-alignpw1, w2q differ from each other by different
positions of the same symbols in the input sequences. As symbol multisets, they are the same.

All 1-determined sequence pairs have the feature: if the sequences contain a common element,
then it appears only once in each sequence. In O-1-determined case it means that the intersection
of the sequences considered as multisets is, in fact, a set.

Definition 11 (Uniform and max-uniform orderless alignments). Let a “ tta1ri1, j1s, . . . ,

anrin, jnsuu be an orderless alignment of two symbol sequences w1 “ pl1, . . . , lmq and w2 “

pr1, . . . , rkq. We say that a is a uniform orderless alignment of w1 and w2, if

ttl1, . . . , lmuu “ tta1, . . . , anuu iff ttr1, . . . , rkuu “ tta1, . . . , anuu.

A uniform orderless alignment a of w1 and w2 is their maximal uniform orderless alignment
(shortly, max-uniform orderless alignment), if no proper extension of a is a uniform orderless
alignment of w1 and w2. The set of all max-uniform orderless alignments of w1 and w2 is denoted
by oless-max-unif-ne-alignpw1, w2q.
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Similarly to uniform alignments, uniform orderless alignments prevent “misalignments” of the
type empty-vs-nonempty sequences in w1 and w2.

Definition 12 (Uniformly O-k-determined sequence pair). A pair of sequences of symbols
xw1, w2y is called uniformly O-k-determined, if oless-max-unif-ne-alignpw1, w2q contains at
most k elements.

Example 18. All sequence pairs that were O-k-determined in Example 17 (except the first pair)
are also uniformly O-k-determined for the same k. As for the first pair, we have the following:

xpa, b, cq, pa, d, b, cqy is uniformly O-3-determined (O-1-determined in Example 17), because

oless-max-unif-ne-alignppa, b, cq, pa, d, b, cqq “

tttar1, 1s, br2, 3suu, ttar1, 1s, cr3, 4suu, ttbr2, 3s, cr3, 4suuu.

Next, from symbol sequence pairs we move to term pairs and define the notions of k-determined-
ness and uniformly k-determinedness for them. Note that these definitions accommodate the
corresponding orderless cases as well.

Definition 13 (k-determined and uniformly k-determined term pair). A pair of terms xt, sy
of the same type is (uniformly) k-determined iff either

— headptq ‰ headpsq, or
— headptq “ headpsq and Axpheadptqq “ H, or
— headptq “ headpsq “ f ,H ‰ Ax pfq Ď tA,Uu, and parspt, sq is (uniformly) k-determined,

or
— headptq “ headpsq “ f , C P Ax pfq, and parspt, sq is (uniformly) O-k-determined.

Finally, we formulate the main definition of this section, defining two notions: total k-determined
and total uniformly k-determined term pairs. They will play an important role in characterizing
special cases of equational higher-order generalization.

Definition 14 (Total k-determined and total uniformly k-determined term pair). A pair of
terms xt, sy is total k-determined (resp. total uniformly k-determined) if xt, sy is k-determined
(resp. uniformly k-determined), and

— if t “ λ #»x .hpt1, . . . , tnq, s “ λ #»x .hps1, . . . , smq where Axphq Ď tA,Uu, then for each
a P max-ne-alignpparspt, sqq (resp. for each a P max-unif-ne-alignpparspt, sqq) and each
ari, js P a, the pair xti, sjy is total k-determined (resp. total uniformly k-determined),

— if t “ λ #»x .hpt1, . . . , tnq, s “ λ #»x .hps1, . . . , smq where C P Axphq, then for each a P

oless-max-ne-alignpparspt, sqq (resp. for each a P oless-max-unif-ne-alignpparspt, sqq) and
each ari, js P a, the pair xti, sjy is total k-determined (resp. total uniformly k-determined).

We say that an AUP Xp~xq : t fi s is total k-determined (resp. total uniformly k-determined) if
the term pair xt, sy is total k-determined (resp. total uniformly k-determined).

As one can see from Definition 14, the first item concerns four theories without commutativity
(H,A,U,AU), and the second one to other four theories with commutativity (C,AC,CU,ACU).

Proposition 1. For a given constant k, the complexity of checking if the term pair xt, sy is
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(uniformly) k-determined is Opn2q and total (uniformly) k-determined is Opknn2q, where n is
maximum of the lengths of t and s.

Proof. Checking whether a pair of terms xt, sy is k-determined requires computing the set
max-ne-alignppahspt, sqq which in worst case requires Opn2q time. When checking total (uni-
formly) k-determinedness we need to repeat this computation recursively over the term pairs
resulting from the alignments of max-ne-alignppahspt, sqq. If we assume that the maximum depth
between t and s is n as well the resulting complexity is Opknn2q.

7. Associative and Associative-Unit Generalization: Special Restrictions and Optimality

Below we introduce a special restriction of associative and associative-unit generalization based
on the concepts introduced in the previous section. Furthermore, we introduce so called preferred
choice functions which allow us to circumvent parts of the given AUP for which computation of a
generalization is expensive and can be avoided in the search for a generalization which is at least
as good as the syntactic generalization.

7.1. 1-Determined Associative and Associative-Unit Generalization

We start with defining a strategy of applying associative decomposition rules guided by a given
maximal alignment. Assume that we are given the state State “ A;S;σ, where A “ tXp #»x q :

fpt1, . . . , tnq fi fps1, . . . , smqu Z A1 for an associative (resp., associative-unit) f and a max-
uniform alignment (resp. a maximal alignment) of parspfpt1, . . . , tnq fi fps1, . . . , smqq has the
form a “ g1ri1, j1s ¨ ¨ ¨ gnrik, jks.

Let us denote Xp #»x q : fpt1, . . . , tnq fi fps1, . . . , smq by P . Recall that it is a flattened form of
Xp #»x q : fpt1, fpt2, . . . , fptn´1, tnq ¨ ¨ ¨ qq fi fps1, fps2, . . . , fpsm´1, smq ¨ ¨ ¨ qq.

For a number l ă minpi1, j1q, define a´l as the alignment g1ri1´l, j1´ls ¨ ¨ ¨ gnrik´l, jk´ls.
The strategy of eliminating the first alignment element g1ri1, j1s from a is defined below. The

Y ’s and Z’s are fresh variables of appropriate types. For simplicity, we show only P and its
successors.

Case 1: i1 “ j1 ě 1:

tXp #»x q : fpt1, . . . , tnq fi fps1, . . . , smqu

ùñ
i1
Dec tZp

#»x q : fpti1`1, . . . , tnq fi fpsi1`1, . . . , smq,

Y1p
#»x q : t1 fi s1, . . . , Yi1p

#»x q : ti1 fi si1u.

Case 2: i1 ą 1, j1 ą 1, i1 ă j1:

tXp #»x q : fpt1, . . . , tnq fi fps1, . . . , smqu

ùñ
i1´2
Dec tX1p

#»x q : fpti1´1, ti1 , . . . , tnq fi fpsi1´1, . . . , sj1 , . . . , smq,

Y1p
#»x q : t1 fi s1, . . . , Yi1´2p

#»x q : ti1´2 fi si1´2u

ùñDec-A-R tX2p
#»x q : fpti1 , . . . , tnq fi fpsj1 , . . . , smq,

Y1p
#»x q : t1 fi s1, . . . , Yi1´2p

#»x q : ti1´2 fi si1´2,

Yi1´1p
#»x q : ti1´1 fi fpsi1´1, . . . , sj1´1qu
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ùñDec tZ1p
#»x q : fpti1`1, . . . , tnq fi fpsj1`1, . . . , smq,

Y1p
#»x q : t1 fi s1, . . . , Yi1´2p

#»x q : ti1´2 fi si1´2,

Yi1´1p
#»x q : ti1´1 fi fpsi1´1, . . . , sj1´1q,

Yi1p
#»x q : ti1 fi sj1qu.

Case 3: i1 ą 1, j1 ą 1, i1 ą j1:

tXp #»x q : fpt1, . . . , tnq fi fps1, . . . , smqu

ùñ
j1´2
Dec tX1p

#»x q : fptj1´1, . . . , ti1 , . . . , tnq fi fpsj1´1, sj1 , . . . , smq,

Y1p
#»x q : t1 fi s1, . . . , Yj1´2p

#»x q : tj1´2 fi sj1´2u

ùñDec-A-L tX2p
#»x q : fpti1 , . . . , tnq fi fpsj1 , . . . , smq,

Y1p
#»x q : t1 fi s1, . . . , Yi1´2p

#»x q : ti1´2 fi si1´2,

Yj1´1p
#»x q : fptj1´1, . . . , ti1´1q fi sj1´1u

ùñDec tZ1p
#»x q : fpti1`1, . . . , tnq fi fpsj1`1, . . . , smq,

Y1p
#»x q : t1 fi s1, . . . , Yj1´2p

#»x q : ti1´2 fi si1´2,

Yj1´1p
#»x q : fptj1´1, . . . , ti1´1q fi sj1´1,

Yj1p
#»x q : ti1 fi sj1qu.

When f is AU and a is a uniform alignment, the process is similar, but we may have one extra
case when minpi1, j1q “ 1 and maxpi1, j1q ą 1. In this case the applied rule is Dec-AU-L or
Dec-AU-R, introducing an AUP with εf on one of its sides.

Hence, after these transformations we get a new state State1 containing a new problem
P1 “ Z1p

#»x q : fpti1`1, . . . , tnq fi fpsj1`1, . . . , smq. We also obtain a new alignment a1 “
a ´ minpi1, j1q. Repeating the same process k ´ 1 times, we end up with the state Statek
containing a new problem Pk “ Zkp

#»x q : fptik`1, . . . , tnq fi fpsjk`1, . . . , smq. The alignment
is now empty. Therefore, we can decompose Pk as follows:

— If n´ i1 “ m´ j1, then apply Dec n´ i1 times.
— If n´ i1 ă m´ j1, the apply Dec n´ i1 ´ 1 times, followed by an application of Dec-A-R.
— If n´ i1 ą m´ j1, the apply Dec m´ j1 ´ 1 times, followed by an application of Dec-A-L.

(When f is an AU-symbol, Pk may have εf in one of its sides. In this case, no decomposition
applies.)

We end up with the state Statek`1, which is the result of total decomposition of P . In Statek`1

we got rid of at least k occurrences of f compared to State . Moreover, since a was a max-uniform
or maximal alignment, those AUPs in Statek`1, which do not correspond to any of the element
of a, do not have the same root. In the associative case, the only rule that applies to them is Solve.
In the associative-unit case, except Solve also the unit expansion or DH-U rules may apply, but
since we aim at computing E-refined generalizations, it is enough to transform them by Solve.
It means that we can apply a sequence of Solve rules to Statek`1, which would keep in A only
those AUPs whose root was one of the g’s from a. The other AUPs will move to the store. Let the
obtained state be Congk`2 “ Ak`2;Sk`2;σk`2.

Take Y p #»x q : t1 fi s1 P Ak`2. If t1 ‰ εf , then t1 was a subterm of fpt1, ..., tnq. The same
is true for s1 and fps1, ..., smq. Let P ´ Ak`2 be the AUP obtained from P by replacing all
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such subterms (i.e., the non-unit sides of AUPs from Ak`2) by some constants. Let us call this
operation the subtraction from P the AUPs from Ak`2.

Theorem 5. Given a state A;S;σ, where all AUPs in A are total uniformly 1-determined (resp.
total 1-determined) associative (resp. associative-unit) generalization problems and the size of A
is n, we can reachH;S1;σ1

— in time Opnq, if all the max-uniform (resp. maximal) nonempty alignments are given;
— in time Opn3q, if the max-uniform (resp. maximal) nonempty alignments are to be computed.

Proof. First, consider the associative case and assume all max-uniform alignments are given.
Since the problem is total uniformly 1-determined, all those max-unif-ne-align sets are singletons.
For each AUP P in A, we have the following:

—If the root of P is not associative, then by using Dec, Abs, and Solve rules, we either
eventually eliminate all the successor problems of P from A in Op|P |q steps, or reach a new
problem P 1 with an associative head in Op|P ´ tP 1u|q steps, where |P ´ tP 1u| is obtained
by subtracting the AUP P 1 from P .

—If the root of P is associative, then by the decomposition procedure outlined above, in linearly
many steps in the size of P , we either eliminate all successor problem of P from A in Op|P |q
steps, or reach a new problem P 1 with an associative head in Op|P ´ tP 1u|q steps, where
|P ´ tP 1u| is obtained by subtracting the AUP P 1 from P .

It implies that eventually eliminating all AUPs that originate from P takes time Op|P |q. Therefore,
eliminating all AUPs from A needs time Opnq, where n is the size of A.

Now assume the max-uniform alignments should be computed. We do it each time when we
encounter an AUP with an associative head. For each such AUP, there is at most one max-uniform
nonempty alignment. It can be computed in time quadratic in the size of the AUP by dynamic
programming. Since the number of steps when we need to apply these computations is bounded
linearly in n, we obtain Opn3q running time in this case.

The associative-unit case can be proved analogously.

Based on Theorem 5, we obtain the following theorems:

Theorem 6. A higher-order tAu-refined (resp. tA,Uu-refined) pattern generalization for a total
uniformly 1-determined (resp. total 1-determined) AUP, where all max-uniform (resp. maximal)
alignments are given, can be computed in time Opnq where n is the size of the AUP.

Proof. We use the construction outlined in the proof of Theorem 5, by which we can reach the
stateH;S;σ from the initial one in Opnq time. FromH;S;σ till the final answer we proceed as
in Baumgartner et al. [2017], which proves overall Opnq runtime complexity.

The obtained generalization is a refined generalization, because the involved alignments are
maximal, which ensures that all nonvariable subterms (i.e., those that are not η-equivalent to
generalization variables) of the syntactic lgg occur also in the generalization we compute. The
only case to be discussed is when our generalizations contain no other nonvariable subterms.
In that case, those AUPs that are generalized by a variable in the lgg end up in the store of
our derivation, and then the Merge rule will make sure that the computed generalization is as
good as the syntactic lgg. Note that for tA,Uu-refined generalizations we do not require linearity.
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Although we do not use Exp-U-L, Exp-U-R, and DH-U rules for them (the syntactic lgg would
anyway use variables to generalize the AUPs to which those rules apply), the merging rule is not
forbidden.

Theorem 7. A higher-order tAu-refined (resp. tA,Uu-refined) pattern generalization for a total
uniformly 1-determined (resp. total 1-determined) AUP can be computed in time Opn3q, where n
is the size of the AUP.

Proof. By Theorem 5, to reach H;S;σ from the initial state requires Opn3q. From H;S;σ,
to get to the final answer we need linear time by the algorithm from Baumgartner et al. [2017],
which gives the total Opn3q running time. Proving the refined part is similar to Theorem 6.

In the next section we consider AUPs which are uniformly k-determined for k ą 1 but not
uniformly pk ´ 1q-determined. This will require a new concept of optimality based on a choice
function greedily applied during decomposition.

7.2. Choice Functions and Optimality

In this section we introduce procedures and optimality conditions for total uniformly k-determined
AUPs where k ą 1, that is AUPs where there are at most k ways to apply equational decomposi-
tion.

If we were to compute the set of E-refined generalizations for a total uniformly k-determined
AUP by testing every decomposition, even for k “ 2 the size of the search space is too large to
deal with efficiently. However, we can find a pR, C,Gq-optimal E-refined generalization (precisely
defined below) in quadratic time, where R is a rigidity function, C an R-choice function, G is a
set of state transformation rules. Essentially, pR, C,Gq-optimality means the R-choice function
chooses the “right” computation path via G based on the rigidity function R. The effect is that
we reduce the problem of total uniformly k-determined AUPs to the case of total uniformly
1-determined AUPs with the additional complexity of computing the choice function at each step.
We will provide a choice function with linear time complexity based on the procedure for Gbase.

Definition 15 (pP, aq-decomposition). LetP be an AUPXp #»x q : hpt1, . . . , tnq fi hps1, . . . , smq,
a is an alignment of xprootpt1q, . . . , rootptnqq, prootps1q, . . . , rootpsmqqy (see Definition 2). An
pP, aq-decomposition of P is decpP, aq “ tYijp #»x q : ti fi sj | hri, js P a u, where Yij are new
variables of appropriate type.

Definition 16 (G-feasible decomposition). Let A;S;σ be a state such that P P A where P is
an AUP Xp #»x q : hpt1, . . . , tnq fi hps1, . . . , smq, a be an alignment of xprootpt1q, . . . , rootptnqq,
prootps1q, . . . , rootpsmqqy and G Ě Gbase be a set of state transformation rules. We say that
decpP, aq is G-feasible if there exists A;S;σ ùñ˚ A1;S1;σ1 using G such that A1 “ pAzP q Y
decpP, aq.

Definition 17 (pR, P,Gq-branching). Let P be an AUP Xp #»x q : hpt1, . . . , tnq fi hps1, . . . , smq,
w1 “ prootpt1q, . . . , rootptnqq, w2 “ prootps1q, . . . , rootpsmqq, R be a rigidity function, and
G Ě Gbase be a set of state transformation rules. An pR, P,Gq-branching is a set BpR, P,Gq “
tdecpP, aq | a P Rpw1, w2q and decpP, aq is G-feasibleu.
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Definition 18 (pR,Gq-choice function). Let R be a rigidity function and G Ě Gbase be a set of
state transformation rules. An pR,Gq-choice function CpR,Gq is a partial function from AUPs to
alignments such that if for some AUP P we have CpR,GqpP q “ a, then decpP, aq P BpR, P,Gq.

Below in the paper we will be using a specific choice function, defined as follows:

Definition 19 (Preferred pR,Gq-choice function). Let P be an AUP Xp #»x q : hpt1, . . . , tnq fi

hps1, . . . , smq. Let R be a rigidity function and G Ě Gbase be a set of state transformation rules..
A preferred pR,Gq-choice function PC pR,Gq is an pR,Gq-choice function defined as

PC pR,GqpP q “

"

amin, if BpR, P,Gq ‰ H
undef, otherwise

where amin is an alignment satisfying the following property:

— Let σa be the substitution computed by the derivation tP u;H; Id ùñ˚
G decpP, aq;S1;σ1

ùñ˚
Gbase

H;S;σa, where decpP, aq P BpR, P,Gq. Then Xσamin is not more general than
any other Xσa.

If there are several such amin’s, PC pR,GqpP q is defined as one of them (chosen by some heuristics).

Definition 20 (pR, C,Gq-optimal generalization). Let A be tX : t fi su, R be a rigidity
function, C be an R-choice function, and G Ě Gbase be a set of state transformation rules. We
say that a generalization r of the terms t and s is an pR, C,Gq-optimal generalization if r “ Xσ,
where σ is resulting from the derivation A;H; Id ùñ˚ H;S;σ using the rules of G, in which
every decomposition is either syntactic or is performed with respect to the alignment computed by
the choice function C.

All the definitions in this section can be used with uniform and orderless alignments as well. It
is straightforward to obtain the corresponding variants and, therefore, we have not spelled them
out explicitly.

In the following subsection we show how the above definitions can lead to a more general result
(compared to the one in the previous section) concerning associative generalization.

7.3. k-Determined Associative and Associative-Unit Generalization

First, we generalize Theorem 5 from 1-determined to k-determined AUPs.

Theorem 8. Given a state A;S;σ, where all AUPs in A are total uniformly k-determined (resp.
total k-determined) associative (resp. associative-unit) generalization problems with k ą 1 and
the size of A is n, we can reachH;S1;σ1

— in time Opn2q, if all the max-uniform (resp. maximal) nonempty alignments are given;
— in time Opn3q, if the max-uniform (resp. maximal) nonempty alignments are to be computed.

Proof. Case 1, alignments are given: The difference with Theorem 5 is that in the k-determined
case we have to make a choice to select the preferred alignment between the given at most k
alternatives, when we are decomposing an AUP with associative head. The choice requires running
the linear Gbase algorithm k times. Hence, each choice is made in linear time (in contrast to
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1-determined case, when no choice was needed). Consequently, we get quadratic running time.
This reasoning applies to both uniform and general cases.

Case 2, alignments are to be computed: When an AUP with an associative head is getting
decomposed, we need first to compute alignments and then choose the preferred one among them.
The running time of these two consecutive operations is dominated by the alignment computation,
which is quadratic (computing at most k alignments, each of them in quadratic time) in contrast
to the linear choice in the second step. Hence, it gives cubic running time. This reasoning applies
to both uniform and general cases.

Our rigidity function RA takes a pair of symbol sequences and returns the set of their max-
uniform nontrivial alignments: RApw1, w2q :“ max-unif-ne-alignpw1, w2q.

The preferred pRA,GAq-choice function uses the linear time procedure Gbase to make a choice
of amin between the various possible alignments. Notice that we use associative decompo-
sition for tP u;H; Id ùñ˚

GA
decpP, aq;S1;σ1 and syntactic decomposition in the derivation

decpP, aq;S1;σ1 ùñ˚
Gbase

H;S;σa.
When we move to the AU-case, we remove the uniformity restriction and consider a different

rigidity function: RAUpw1, w2q :“ max-ne-alignpw1, w2q. We will denote by GAU the algorithm
obtained by extending Gbase with Dec-AU-L and Dec-AU-R rules.

Theorem 9. An pRA,PC pRA,GAq,GAq-optimal higher-order tAu-refined pattern generalization
for a total uniformly k-determined AUP, k ą 1, when all the alignments are given, can be
computed in time Opn2q, where n is the size of the AUP.

An pRAU,PC pRAU,GAUq,GAUq-optimal higher-order tA,Uu-refined pattern generalization for
a total k-determined AUP, k ą 1, when all the alignments are given, can be computed in time
Opn2q, where n is the size of the AUP.

Proof. Similar to Theorem 6, using Theorem 8.

Theorem 10. An pRA,PC pRA,GAq,GAq-optimal higher-order tAu-refined pattern generalization
for a total uniformly k-determined AUP, k ą 1, can be computed in time Opn3q, where n is the
size of the AUP.

An pRAU,PC pRAU,GAUq,GAUq-optimal higher-order tA,Uu-refined pattern generalization for a
total k-determined AUP, k ą 1, can be computed in time Opn3q, where n is the size of the AUP.

Proof. Similar to Theorem 7, using Theorem 8.

Note that we can achieve the same results even if the AUP is not total (uniformly) k-determined,
but our rigidity functions enforce computation of maximum k alignments. For instance, we can
define RApw1, w2q as a set consisting of at most k max-uniform nonempty alignments of w1

and w2, which we denote by max-unif-ne-alignk: RApw1, w2q :“ max-unif-ne-alignkpw1, w2q.

Similarly, we can define RAUpw1, w2q :“ max-ne-alignkpw1, w2q. Then both Theorem 9 and
Theorem 10 hold for such rigidity functions without requiring that the AUPs are k-determined.
Moreover, if we take k “ 1, then we can obtain counterparts of Theorem 6 and Theorem 7 without
requiring that the AUPs there are total (uniformly) 1-determined.
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8. Commutative and Commutative-Unit Case

The C-theory is the simplest one among our (non-free) equational theories. Commutative functions
have two arguments whose order does not matter, which implies that the notions of determinedness
and uniform determinedness coincide for AUPs with commutative symbols.

For total 1-determined AUPs we have the result about linear complexity of computing tCu- and
tC,Uu-refined generalizations. It does not make a difference whether the alignments are given or
not: it just takes constant time to get them at each commutative decomposition step.

Theorem 11. A higher-order tCu-refined (and tC,Uu-refined) pattern generalization for a total
uniformly 1-determined (hence, for a total 1-determined AUP) can be computed in linear time.

Proof. Linear running time follows from linearity of the higher-order pattern generalization
algorithm from Baumgartner et al. [2017].

The obtained generalization is a refined generalization, because the alignments guarantee that
all subterms of the syntactic lgg, which are not η-equivalent to generalization variables, occur
also in the generalization we compute. When our generalizations contain no other nonvariable
subterms than the syntactic lgg, those AUPs that are generalized by a variable in the lgg end
up in the store of our derivation, and then the Merge rule will make sure that the computed
generalization is as good as the syntactic lgg. For tC,Uu-refined generalizations we do not require
linearity. Although we do not use Exp-U-L, Exp-U-R, and DH-U rules for them (the syntactic lgg
would anyway use variables to generalize the AUPs to which those rules apply), the merging rule
is not forbidden. ¶

When the determinedness restriction is lifted, the preferred choice function for commutative
AUPs will have to make a choice among at most two orderless alignments. Hence, one can say
that unrestricted AUPs with commutative functions are the same as total 2-determined AUPs with
commutative functions. Taking this relation into account, we get the following theorem:

Theorem 12. A pRC, CpRC,GCq,GCq-optimal higher-order tCu-refined (resp. tC,Uu-refined) pat-
tern generalization for any AUP can be computed in Opn2q time, where n is the size of the
AUP.

Proof. Note that we use the same rigidity and choice functions for both tCu- and tC,Uu-refined
generalizations. To decide which of the two alignments at the C-decomposition step would lead to
a better generalization we need linear time. Combining it with the statement of Theorem 11, we
get the overall quadratic running time.

9. Associative-Commutative and Associative-Commutative-Unit Case

9.1. 1-Determined AC and ACU Generalization

Similarly to the associative and associative-unit case, we define a strategy of applying associa-
tive-commutative and associative-commutative-unit decomposition rules guided by a given max-
uniform or maximal orderless alignment. Assume that we are given the state State “ A;S;σ,

¶ In principle, we could easily incorporate Exp-U-L and Exp-U-R rules in the derivation, if, e.g., in the AUP Xp #»x q :
t fi fps1, s2q the root of t is the same as the root of s1 or s2, but it is not really necessary for refined generalizations.
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where A “ tXp #»x q : fpt1, . . . , tnq fi fps1, . . . , smquZA
1 for an associative-commutative (resp.,

associative-commutative-unit) f . Let o “ ttg1ri1, j1s, . . . , gnrik, jksuu be a max-uniform orderless
alignment (resp. a maximal orderless alignment) of parspfpt1, . . . , tnq fi fps1, . . . , smqq, where
i1 “ minti1, . . . , in, j1, . . . , jnu (without loss of generality). Then by o ´ g1ri1, j1s we mean
an alignment ttg2ri2 ´ 1, j12s, . . . , gnrik ´ 1, j1ksuu, where j1l “ jl if jl ă j1, and j1l “ jl ´ 1 if
jl ą j1.

Let us denote Xp #»x q : fpt1, . . . , tnq fi fps1, . . . , smq by P . Recall that it is a flattened form of
Xp #»x q : fpt1, fpt2, . . . , fptn´1, tnq ¨ ¨ ¨ qq fi fps1, fps2, . . . , fpsm´1, smq ¨ ¨ ¨ qq.

The strategy of eliminating the first alignment element g1ri1, j1s from o is defined below. It is
much simpler than what we did for the associative and associative-unit cases. The Y ’s and Z’s are
fresh variables of appropriate types. For simplicity, we show only P and its successors.

tXp #»x q : fpt1, . . . , ti1 , . . . , tnq fi fps1, . . . , si1 , . . . , smqu

ùñDec-AC-L tZ1p
#»x q : fpt1, . . . , ti1´1, ti1`1, . . . , tnq fi fps1, . . . , si1´1, si1`1, . . . , smq,

Y p #»x q : ti1 fi si1u.

Hence, after this transformation we get a new state State1 containing a new problem P1 “

Z1p
#»x q : fpt1, . . . , ti1´1, ti1`1, . . . , tnq fi fps1, . . . , si1´1, si1`1, . . . , smq. We also obtain a

new alignment o1 “ o´ g1ri1, j1s. Repeating the same process k ´ 1 times, from fpt1, . . . , tnq

(resp. from fps1, . . . , smq) we remove ti1 , . . . , tik (resp. si1 , . . . , sik ). When o is a max-uniform
alignment, there are two possibilities: either the terms fpt1, . . . , tnq and fps1, . . . , smq got com-
pletely eliminated, or there are some “leftovers” from both of them. the state Statek, obtained after
these k ´ 1 steps, in the latter case would contain a new problem Pk “ Zkp

#»x q : t1 fi s1, where
t1 and. s1 are those “leftover terms”. The alignment is now empty. Assume t1 “ fpt11, . . . , t

1
n1q

and s1 “ fps11, . . . , s
1
m1q. Assume also without loss of generality that n1 ď m1. Then we can

decompose Pk by applying Dec-AC-R rule n1 ´ 2 times, each time removing the first arguments
from each side, and then finally applying it again to get two AUPs of the form t1n1´1 fi s1n1´1 and
t1n1 fi fps1n1 , . . . , s

1
m1q.

(When f is an ACU-symbol, Pk may have εf in one of its sides. In this case, no decomposition
applies.)

We end up with the state Statek`1, which is the result of total decomposition of P . In Statek`1

we got rid of at least k occurrences of f compared to State . Moreover, since o was a max-uniform
or maximal alignment, those AUPs in Statek`1, which do not correspond to any of the element
of o, do not have the same root. In the AC case, the only rule that applies to them is Solve. In the
ACU case, except Solve also the unit expansion or DH-U rules may apply, but since we aim at
computing E-refined generalizations, it is enough to transform them by Solve. It means that we
can apply a sequence of Solve rules to Statek`1, which would keep in A only those AUPs whose
root was one of the g’s from o. The other AUPs will move to the store. Let the obtained state be
Congk`2 “ Ak`2;Sk`2;σk`2.

Take Y p #»x q : t˚ fi s˚ P Ak`2. If t˚ ‰ εf , then t˚ was a subterm of fpt1, . . . , tnq. The same
is true for s˚ and fps1, . . . , snq. Let P ´ Ak`2 be the AUP obtained from P by replacing all
such subterms (i.e., the non-unit sides of AUPs from Ak`2) by some constants. Let us call this
operation the subtraction from P the AUPs from Ak`2.

Theorem 13. Given a state A;S;σ, where all AUPs in A are total uniformly 1-determined (resp.
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total 1-determined) associative-commutative (resp. associative-commutative-unit) generalization
problems and the size of A is n, we can reachH;S1;σ1

— in time Opnq, if all the max-uniform (resp. maximal) nonempty alignments are given;
— in time Opn3q, if the max-uniform (resp. maximal) nonempty alignments are to be computed.

Proof. First, consider the AC case and assume all max-uniform alignments are given. Since
the problem is total uniformly 1-determined, all those oless-max-unif-ne-align sets are singletons.
For each AUP P in A, we have the following:

—If the root of P is not AC, then by using Dec, Abs, and Solve rules, we either eventually
eliminate all the successor problems of P from A in Op|P |q steps, or reach a new problem P 1

with an associative head in Op|P ´ tP 1u|q steps, where |P ´ tP 1u| is obtained by subtracting
the AUP P 1 from P .

—If the root of P is AC, then by the decomposition procedure outlined above, in linearly many
steps in the size of P , we either eliminate all successor problem of P from A in Op|P |q steps,
or reach a new problem P 1 with an AC head in Op|P ´ tP 1u|q steps, where |P ´ tP 1u| is
obtained by subtracting the AUP P 1 from P .

It implies that eventually eliminating all AUPs that originate from P takes time Op|P |q. Given an
alignment element glril, jls, extracting il’th and jl’s subterms from the given AUP can be done in
constant time. Therefore, eliminating all AUPs from A needs time Opnq, where n is the size of A.

Now assume the max-uniform alignments should be computed. We do it each time when
we encounter an AUP with an AC head. For each such AUP, there is at most one max-uniform
nonempty alignment. It can be computed in time quadratic in the size of the AUP. Since the
number of steps when we need to apply these computations is bounded linearly in n, we obtain
Opn3q running time in this case.

The ACU case can be proved analogously.

Based on Theorem 13, we obtain the following theorems:

Theorem 14. A higher-order tA,Cu-refined (resp. tA,C,Uu-refined) pattern generalization for
a total uniformly 1-determined (resp. total 1-determined) AUP, where all max-uniform (resp.
maximal) orderless alignments are given, can be computed in time Opnq where n is the size of
the AUP.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 6, using Theorem 13.

Theorem 15. A higher-order tA,Cu-refined (resp. tA,C,Uu-refined) pattern generalization for
a total uniformly 1-determined (resp. total 1-determined) AUP can be computed in time Opn3q,
where n is the size of the AUP.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 7, using Theorem 13.

9.2. k-Determined Associative-Commutative and Associative-Commutative-Unit Generalization

We generalize Theorem 13 from 1-determined to k-determined AUPs. It can be proved similarly
to Theorem 5.
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Theorem 16. Given a state A;S;σ, where all AUPs in A are total uniformly k-determined (resp.
total k-determined) associative-commutative (resp. associative-commutative-unit) generalization
problems with k ą 1 and the size of A is n, we can reachH;S1;σ1

— in time Opn2q, if all the max-uniform (resp. maximal) nonempty orderless alignments are
given;

— in time Opn3q, if the max-uniform (resp. maximal) nonempty orderless alignments are to be
computed.

For the AC case we use the rigidity function RACpw1, w2q :“ oless-max-unif-ne-alignpw1, w2q.
The preferred pRAC,GACq-choice function uses the linear time procedure Gbase to make a choice
of omin between the various possible alignments. We use associative-commutative decompo-
sition for tP u;H; Id ùñ˚

GA
decpP, aq;S1;σ1 and syntactic decomposition in the derivation

decpP, aq;S1;σ1 ùñ˚
Gbase

H;S;σa.
For the ACU case, we remove the uniformity restriction and consider a different rigidity

function: RACUpw1, w2q :“ oless-max-ne-alignpw1, w2q. The choice function is pRACU,GACUq,
where the algorithm GACU is obtained by extending Gbase with Dec-ACU-L and Dec-ACU-R.

Then we get the following counterparts of Theorems 9 and 10:

Theorem 17. An pRAC,PC pRAC,GACq,GACq-optimal higher-order tACu-refined pattern general-
ization for a total uniformly k-determined AUP with k ą 1, when all the orderless alignments are
given, can be computed in time Opn2q, where n is the size of the AUP.

An pRACU,PC pRACU,GACUq,GACUq-optimal higher-order tA,C,Uu-refined pattern generalization
for a total k-determined AUP with k ą 1, when all the orderless alignments are given, can be
computed in time Opn2q, where n is the size of the AUP.

Theorem 18. An pRAC,PC pRAC,GACq,GACq-optimal higher-order tACu-refined pattern general-
ization for a total uniformly k-determined AUP with k ą 1 can be computed in time Opn3q,
where n is the size of the AUP.

An pRACU,PC pRACU,GACUq,GACUq-optimal higher-order tA,C,Uu-refined pattern generalization
for a total k-determined AUP with k ą 1 can be computed in time Opn3q, where n is the size of
the AUP.

We can achieve the same results even if the AUP is not total (uniformly) k-determined, but
our rigidity functions enforce computation of maximum k orderless alignments. For instance,
we can define RACpw1, w2q as a set consisting of at most k max-uniform nonempty order-
less alignments of w1 and w2, which we denote by oless-max-unif-ne-alignk: RACpw1, w2q :“

oless-max-unif-ne-alignkpw1, w2q. Similarly, we can define RACUpw1, w2q as RACUpw1, w2q :“

oless-max-ne-alignkpw1, w2q. Then both Theorem 17 and Theorem 18 hold for such rigidity
functions without requiring that the AUPs are k-determined. Moreover, if we take k “ 1, then we
can obtain counterparts of Theorem 14 and Theorem 15 without requiring that the AUPs there are
total (uniformly) 1-determined.

10. Conclusion

The higher-order equational anti-unification algorithm presented in this paper combines higher-
order syntactic anti-unification rules with the decomposition rules for associative, commutative,
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AUPs A AU C CU AC ACU

Total 1-determined, uniform, Opnq – Opnq Opnq Opnq –
given alignments Th. 6 Th. 11 Th. 11 Th. 14

Total 1-determined, – Opnq Opnq Opnq – Opnq

given alignments Th. 6 Th. 11 Th. 11 Th. 14

Total 1-determined, uniform, Opn3q – Opnq Opnq Opn3q –
computed alignments Th. 7 Th. 11 Th. 11 Th. 15

Total 1-determined, – Opn3q Opnq Opnq – Opn3q

computed alignments Th. 7 Th. 11 Th. 11 Th. 15

Total k-determined, k ą 1, uniform, Opn2q – Opn2q Opn2q Opn2q –
given alignments Th. 9 Th. 12 Th. 12 Th. 17

Total k-determined, k ą 1, – Opn2q Opn2q Opn2q – Opn2q

given alignments Th. 9 Th. 12 Th. 12 Th. 17

Total k-determined, k ą 1, uniform, Opn3q – Opn2q Opn2q Opn3q –
computed alignments Th. 10 Th. 12 Th. 12 Th. 18

Total k-determined, k ą 1, – Opn3q Opn2q Opn2q – Opn3q

computed alignments Th. 10 Th. 12 Th. 12 Th. 18

Table 1: E-refined generalizations: equational theories, problem restrictions, running times.

associative-commutative function constant symbols and expansion rules for unit element. This
gives a modular algorithm, which can be used for problems with different symbols from different
theories without any adaptation.

Higher order A-, C-, U-, AU-, CU-, AC-, and ACU-anti-unification problems are finitary, but
in the presence of U, one needs a special control to obtain a terminating algorithm, unless linear
generalizations are computed. In practice, often it is desirable to compute only one answer, which
is the best one with respect to some predefined criterion. We defined such an optimality criterion,
which basically means that an optimal equational solution should be at least a good as the syntactic
lgg. We then identified problem forms for which optimal solutions can be computed fast (in linear
or polynomial time) by a greedy approach. The results are summarized in Table 1. They remain
the same, if we lift the determinedness restriction from the input, but make the rigidity function
provide the number of alignments bounded by a predefined constant k ě 1.
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